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SUMMARY 
This report presents the results of a flight evaluation of winglets on a DC-10 Series 10 
transport aircraft. The objectives of the program were to determine the effects of winglets on 
aerodynamic performance and flying qualities by back-to-back tests with and without winglets, 
to determine flutter-related data, and to determine the effect of winglets on flight loads. 
The program consisted of detail design, winglet manufacture, aircraft preparation (includ- 
ing modification of the wing structure and installation of the winglets), and ground and flight 
testing. The basic winglet configuration used initially in the tests was directly related to the 
designs developed by Dr. R. T. Whitcomb of NASA Langley. These had a large upper winglet 
with a small lower winglet. A truncated version of the upper winglet was also tested to evaluate 
the effect of reducing the span. 
During the initial flight tests of the basic winglet, low-speed buffet was encountered. To 
resolve this problem, a number of configurations were developed and tested, several of which 
achieved acceptable low-speed buffet characteristics. The greatest low-speed-drag reduction 
was achieved using leading edge devices on the upper and lower winglets. Lower winglets were 
required for maximum drag reduction in both cruise and low-speed flight regimes. The addition 
of outboard aileron droop to the reduced-span winglet configuration enhanced the cruise benefit 
of winglets. 
It was found during the flight tests that winglets had no significant impact on stall speeds, 
high-speed buffet boundaries, or stability and control characteristics. The flutter tests did not 
reveal any unforeseen behavior, as the test results agreed with the analytical predictions and 
ground vibration data. Data from the loads measurement program, which were provided for a 
concurrent Douglas task, were also in agreement with predictions. 
It was estimated from the test results that the application of the reduced-span winglet and 
aileron droop to a production version of the current DC-10 Series 10 aircraft would yield a 
3-percent reduction in fuel burned at the range for capacity loads of passengers and baggage, a 
2-percent greater range at this payload, and a 5-percent reduction in takeoff distance at maxi- 
mum takeoff weight. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the technological advances to be considered for energy savings for transport applica- 
tion is the winglet concept developed by Dr. R. T. Whitcomb of the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), Reference 1. The winglet is an airfoil surface mounted almost 
vertically at the wingtip. It is intended to reduce lift-induced drag which accounts for as much as 
40 percent of the total drag at cruise speed. Historically, one of the primary ways of reducing 
this drag has been to increase the wing span, but this results in a heavier wing structure and so 
dilutes the performance gain. The concept of the winglet is to achieve the same drag reduction as 
the wing tip extension but with less wing bending moment penalty. 
A substantial amount of wind tunnel and flight development has been conducted on winglets 
since the original NASA experiments. Significant performance gains have been demonstrated in 
the NASA/USAF flight program using the KC-135, which is representative of a large first- 
generation jet transport aircraft, and other, smaller aircraft. However, the need for additional 
investigation of winglet application to a representative second-generation jet transport, such as 
the DC-lo, was recognized, primarily due to the differences in wing designs. 
Second-generation jet transport wings tend to be less tip-loaded (more twisted1 than a wing 
with a more elliptical loading, such as the typical first-generation design, and therefore do not 
offer as much potential for induced drag reduction (provided by a wing-tip device). Also, the 
newer wings incorporate advanced high-lift devices resulting in significantly higher lift coeffi- 
cients in the low-speed regime. Such high loadings afford greater potential for low-speed-drag 
reduction but introduce the possibility of adverse viscous effects on winglet performance. The 
distinction of high loading also separates the typical large transport application from some cur- 
rent production corporate aircraft (e.g., Gulfstream III, Learjet 55, and Westwind 2) which do 
not achieve such lift at low speeds. 
Under the NASA Energy Efficient Transport (EET) project, investigations were therefore 
conducted to build the technology for the DC-lo-type aircraft. The initial EET high-speed wind 
tunnel test (Reference 21 was used to develop a satisfactory configuration and identify the cruise 
performance benefit. The development work was performed on a DC-10 Series 10 model, and 
established a configuration having a large upper winglet and a smaller lower winglet, as shown 
in Figure 1. Additional evaluations were then made with the larger wing-span Series 30 model. 
Subsequent model tests were conducted (Reference 31 in which the Series 30 was used as a 
basis; the general results were applicable to the Series 10 also. 
In low-speed wind tunnel tests, it was evident that flow separation on the upper winglet oc- 
curred at high incidence near the critical climb condition. With a winglet leading edge slat added, 
the separation was delayed, but without any apparent effect on the drag reduction. This test 
program, together with an associated high-speed test program, also investigated the 
FIGURE 1. WINGLET MODEL UNDER DEVELOPMENT IN NASA LANGLEY 8-FOOT WIND TUNNEL 
aerodynamic stability and control characteristics of the aircraft and found them to be affected 
very little by the winglets. In parallel, the dynamic behavior of this winglet aircraft was investi- 
gated. Concern as to the effects of winglets on flutter was somewhat alleviated by a low-speed 
model test in which good correlation was shown with analyses using modern methods. 
The configuration data resulting from these investigations and parallel Douglas work were 
based on model experiments and analyses. It was considered therefore that the logical next step 
in development was full-scale flight evaluation. The key events in the development tasks are 
shown in Figure 2 and the interrelationship of the tasks in Figure 3. 
The objectives of the flight evaluation were to determine: 
a The effects of winglets on performance and flying qualities of a modern jet transport 
aircraft, represented by the DC-lo. These effects would be determined by back-to- 
back flights with and without winglets. 
0 The effects of winglets on aircraft flutter. 
0 The effects of winglets on flight loads through back-to-back measurements (this por- 
tion of the program was sponsored by Douglas). 
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In addition to the basic winglet (BWL) derived from the wind tunnel tests, the program tested a 
reduced-span winglet (RSWL) so that the effects of upper winglet span could be studied. 
The program, from inception of design through manufacture, test, and refurbishment of the 
test aircraft, was accomplished in 16 months. The test aircraft was leased by Douglas from Con- 
tinental Airlines in April 1981, and was returned to service at the end of November. The baseline 
(without winglets) flight test program involved 12 flights and the winglet tests 49 flights. The 
baseline flights and the winglet first flight were made from the Douglas Long Beach facility. The 
winglet flutter testing was conducted in flights from Edwards Air Force Base. Subsequent 
winglet test flights were made from the Douglas facility at Yuma, Arizona. 
The predominant activities of the flight test program were performance measurement to 
determine the drag reduction due to winglets, and development of configurations with satisfac- 
tory low-speed characteristics. 
The test aircraft equipped with the BWL is shown in flight in Figure 4. The aircraft with the 
RSWL is shown in Figure 5. 
FIGURE 4. TEST AIRCRAFT WITH BASIC WINGLET 
FIGURE 5. TEST AIRCRAFT WITH REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
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Measurements were taken and calculations were made during project testing using 
customary U.S. units. These units have been converted to the International System of Units (SD 
for the main body of this report. Units of measure used in the instrumentation activities of this 
project, described in Appendix A, are retained in customary units. 
Symbols for Report 
A 
All 
Al2 
Al3 through 61 
A/C 
AIC 
ALT 
AND 
ANL 
ANR 
ANU 
AVG 
a” 
a, 
BWL 
c/c, 
CD 
CL 
CL** cLAlC 
C LBuffet 
5 
point on maneuvering envelope where stall speed intersects +2.5g load 
factor limit 
NASA Ames 11-foot wind tunnel 
NASA Ames 12-foot wind tunnel 
identification of test flights performed during winglet phases 
aircraft 
aerodynamic influence coefficient 
altitude 
aircraft nose down 
aircraft nose left 
aircraft nose right 
aircraft nose up 
average 
cg normal acceleration 
vertical acceleration (measured at pilot seat) 
baseline winglet 
damping ratio (where C, is the critical damping) 
drag coefficient 
lift coefficient 
aircraft lift coefficient 
buffet lift coefficient 
section lift coefficient 
section load, defined as section lift coefficient times the ratio of local 
chord c divided by the MAC i? 
Symbols for Report (Continued) 
cp * c 
2b 
C NFW 
C” 
CP 
CG, cg 
CDR 
CofA 
CONFIG 
4 
DAC 
E 
EET 
EXT 
F 
F cc 
FAA 
FAR 
FCK 
G 
GVT 
g 
H 
HS 
span loading coefficient, defined as section lift coefficient times the local 
chord c divided by the wing span 2b. 
winglet normal force coefficient (for structural load analysis) 
winglet normal force coefficient (for aerodynamic analysis) 
pressure coefficient 
center of gravity 
Critical Design Review 
certificate of airworthiness 
configuration 
point on maneuvering envelope where Vn coincides with +2.5g load 
factor 
Douglas Aircraft Company 
point on maneuvering envelope where V, coincides with zero load 
factor 
Energy Efficient Transport project, a number of tasks sponsored by 
NASA under the Aircraft Energy Efficiency program to expedite 
development in aerodynamics and active controls 
extended 
point on maneuvering envelope corresponding to V, at -1g load factor 
control column force 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Aviation Regulation (“Part 25: Airworthiness Standards, 
Transport Category Airplanes” is mentioned in this report1 
Fixed-camber Krueger flap leading edge device 
vibratory acceleration normalized to gravity 
ground vibration test 
acceleration due to gravity 
point on maneuvering envelope where the maximum negative lift coin- 
cides with -1g load factor 
high speed 
Symbols for Report (Continued) 
HS 
INSTL 
lH 
KCAS 
KEAS 
LND 
L8 
L/D 
LE 
LH 
LMP 
LS 
M, MN, MO 
MD 
M MAX 
M MO 
M PEAK 
MAC 
MCAIR 
MTOGW 
MZFW 
Nl 
NST 
Nz 
OEW 
PDR 
PSD 
RET 
horizontal stabilizer (to identify mode line) 
installed 
horizontal incidence angle between the horizontal tail and the fuselage 
reference plane 
knots, calibrated air speed 
knots, equivalent air speed 
landing 
NASA Langley 8-foot wind tunnel 
lift-to-drag ratio 
leading edge 
left hand 
loads measurement program 
low speed 
free-stream Mach number 
dive Mach number 
maximum Mach number 
maximum operating Mach number 
peak local Mach number 
mean aerodynamic chord (also identified as c in the symbol C 
C 
McDonnell Aircraft Company low-speed wind tunnel 
maximum takeoff gross weight 
maximum zero fuel weight 
engine fan speed, expressed as percent of reference RPM 
Northrop subsonic wind tunnel 
vertical load factor 
operator empty weight 
Preliminary Design Review 
power spectral density 
retracted 
RF 
RFD 
RH 
RMS 
RSWL 
S&C 
SAD 
SFC 
SYM 
TEL 
TER 
TO 
TOFL 
V 
VA 
VB 
Vc 
VD 
VF 
V REF 
VS 
%g 
V MIN 
V MO 
L! 
% 
W, WT 
Symbols for Report (Continued) 
V 
range factor, defined as- W 
Wf 
refurbish for delivery 
right hand 
root mean square 
reduced span winglet 
stability and control 
structural aerodynamic damping 
engine specific fuel consumption 
symbol 
trailing edge left 
trailing edge right 
takeoff 
takeoff field length 
aircraft velocity 
design maneuvering speed 
design speed for maximum gust intensity 
cruise speed 
dive speed 
design flap speed 
reference speed corresponding to M = 0.9 
stall speed 
stall speed at lg 
FAA-certified stall speed 
maximum operating speed 
equivalent airspeed 
takeoff safety speed 
aircraft gross weight 
aircraft fuel flow 
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Symbols for Report (Continued) 
W/d 
W/L 
w/o 
WG 
WTT 
X ORS 
XW 
a 
a"2 
*F 
*r 
% 
*w 
A 
rl 
B 
Al3 through 61 
ACCEL 
AFCS 
AIL 
ALTDE 
ARSPD 
AT/SC 
ATTIT 
AUX 
BOT 
aircraft gross weight divided by ambient pressure ratio 
winglet 
without 
wing (to identify mode line) 
wind tunnel test 
wing station references measured along the wing rear spar 
wing station references measured normal to the aircraft plane of 
symmetry 
angle of attack 
angle of attack at V, 
wing flap setting angle, degrees 
rudder deflection angle, degrees 
slat deflection angle, degrees 
control wheel deflection, degrees 
delta 
span ratio, percent 
sideslip angle, degrees 
Symbol8 for Appendix A 
identification of test flights performed during winglet phases 
accelerometer 
automatic flight control system, with specific units of interest identified 
as -lA channel, System 1, Roll Computer No. 1, Roll Computer No. 2 
aileron 
altitude 
airspeed 
autothrottle speed command 
attitude 
auxiliary 
bottom 
11 
CT, CNT 
DEG 
DEG C, DEG F 
DISCR 
DPS 
EAFB 
ENGR 
FRNT 
F/T 
hp 
INBRD 
INCOMP 
INHG 
INNR 
INS 
JUNC 
KS1 
LHIB 
LHOB 
LOWR 
Nl 
N2 
OUTD, OUTBRD 
PCT, PCNT 
POSIT, POSN 
PPH 
PRESS 
PRI 
PROD 
Symbols for Appendix A (Continued) 
count, a measurement unit 
degree of angular measure, a measurement unit 
degree Celsius, degree Fahrenheit, measurement units 
discrete 
degrees per second, a measurement unit 
Edwards Air Force Base 
Engineering 
front 
flight test 
pressure altitude 
inboard 
incompressible flow 
inches mercury, a measurement unit 
inner 
inertial navigation system 
juncture, junction 
one thousand pounds per square inch, a measurement unit 
left hand inboard 
left hand outboard 
lower 
engine fan speed, expressed as a percent 
engine core speed, expressed as a percent of reference RPM 
outboard 
percent 
position 
pounds per hour, a measurement unit 
pressure 
primary 
production 
72 
Symbols for Appendix A (Continued) 
PSIA 
PSID 
RHIB 
RHOB 
RSWLU 
SKN 
SP 
STRES 
SUB 
SURF 
T/C 
TE 
UPPR 
VFT 
WING 
x/c 
XORS 
pounds per square inch absolute, a measurement unit 
pounds per square inch differential, a measurement unit 
right hand inboard 
right hand outboard 
right side winglet left upper 
skin 
space 
stress 
subcom, denoting a data system channel having a lower data rate than 
the primary channel 
surface 
trailing cone 
trailing edge 
upper 
vertical fin tip 
wing 
distance along local chord of wing or winglet, divided by chord length 
wing station references measured along the wing rear spar 
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PROGRAMSUMMARY 
The flight evaluation program was conducted using an aircraft supplied by Douglas. The air- 
craft (Ship 101) was leased from Continental Airlines and was returned to airline service upon 
program completion. Program activities consisted of detail design, winglet manufacture, aircraft 
preparation (including modification of the wing structure), installation of the winglets, ground 
and flight testing, and refurbishment for delivery (RFD) to airline service. The flight testing was 
structured so that key data comparisons of the baseline aircraft without winglets and the 
winglet-equipped aircraft would be made from back-to-back phases. Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration (FAA) approvals were obtained at the appropriate stages of the program, par- 
ticularly concerning the modifications made to and retained with the aircraft. 
The flow of program tasks is illustrated in Figure 6. The program schedule is shown in 
Figure 7. 
Specific portions of the detail design phases are discussed in the subsequent text. They in- 
clude the loads and criteria analyses, structural design, stress analysis, and flutter analysis. 
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FIGURE 6. FLOW OF TASKS 
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FIGURE 7. FLIGHT EVALUATION PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
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WINGLET INSTALLATION DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 
Winglet Configuration 
The winglet design used in the flight evaluation was a modified version of the design 
developed by Dr. R. T. Whitcomb of NASA Langley (Reference 1). The first modifications, 
consisting mainly of moving the lower winglet forward, were made during the high-speed 
tests (Reference 2) conducted in the Langley g-foot wind tunnel on semispan models of the 
DC-10 Series 10 and 30 aircraft. Additional modifications were made prior to the wind tunnel 
tests run in the Ames 11-foot and’l2-foot tunnels (Reference 3). These tests utilized full-span 
models of the DC-10 Series 30. Further modifications were made prior to flight evaluation. 
The differences between the DC-10 Series 10 flight configuration and the wind tunnel con- 
figuration evolved in the Reference 2 tests are shown in Figure 8. The figure shows the BWL 
having an upper true span of 3.23 m (10.6 ft.). The changes comprised: 
. A redefined leading edge fillet derived from the wind tunnel shape modifications. 
The redefinition was employed on the full-span models of Reference 4. 
. The incorporation of the DC-10 Series 30 lower winglet as defined in Reference 3. 
0 The movement aft of the lower winglet so as to avoid occlusion of the existing pro- 
duction wing tip forward position light. With this position, the trailing edge location 
relative to the upper winglet leading edge was equivalent to the position which 
evolved in the DC-10 Series 10 semispan wind tunnel test. 
OMISSION OF 
REDEFINED LEADING TRAILING EDGE FILLET 
EDGE FILLET 
AFT LIGHT SIMULATION 
-AERODYNAMIC BREAK AT ROOT 
OF LOWER WINGLET 
LOWER WINGLET 
LEADING EDGE POSITION LOWER WINGLET PLANFORM (SERIES 301 
FIGURE 8. WINGLET GEOMETRY VARIATIONS FROM WIN0 TUNNEL MOOEL 
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0 A modification of the lower winglet trailing edge by a trailing edge break owing to 
juncture shape difficulties which became evident in full scale. 
0 The deletion of the outboard trailing edge fill near the upper winglet root. This fill 
was used in the semispan model of Reference 2, but the tests showed it offered no 
advantage over the true winglet surface alone. 
l The addition of a fairing, simulating the aft position light installation, extended aft 
at the inboard juncture of the wing with the upper winglet. The plan view shape of 
this fairing was aligned with the outboard profile of the winglet near the trailing 
edge. 
In addition to these detailed provisions, allowance was made in the winglet geometry for the 
aeroelastic twist differences between the lg flight condition and the jig condition. The wind tun- 
nel model was fabricated to reflect the lg flight condition. In this way, the installed geometry 
was defined. An indication of the differences in the cruise and installed rigging is shown in 
Figure 9. 
During the Douglas application studies, a trade study of the effect of winglet size was con- 
ducted. One conclusion was that a retrofit of winglets to the DC-10 Series 10 fleet would be feasi- 
ble if a smaller winglet could be used. Thus the degree of strengthening required for the wing 
could be limited, primarily involving the upper panel stiffener reinforcing method devised for 
- ONE g FLIGHT 
---_- ON THE GROUND 
(ELASTIC DEFLECTIONS SHOWN EXAGGERATED) 
115 DEG 
FIGURE 9. WINGLET RIGGING TO ACCOUNT FOR ELASTIC DEFLECTIONS 
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the flight evaluation aircraft. While the aerodynamic benefit was diminished compared with that 
of the larger basic winglet, the reduction in structural penalty made an attractive configuration. 
The reduced-span study configuration shape (dimensioned for full scale) is compared with the 
basic winglet in Figure 10. 
Since the winglet span has a powerful effect on the amount of wing structure change re- 
quired, it became important for the flight program to include evaluation of a reduced-span 
winglet. It was therefore decided to change the program plan to include a reduced-span winglet 
so that a back-to-back comparison could be made with the basic winglet. A practical method of 
obtaining a test configuration for the reduced-span concept was via a simple truncation of the 
basic winglet. The estimated performance difference between the study configuration of Figure 
11 and the truncated winglet was very small (about 3 percent). 
The geometry of the full-scale basic and reduced-span winglets is shown in Figure 11. The 
upper winglet was set at -2 degrees incidence relative to the fuselage centerline. The lower 
winglet was set at zero incidence. Neither surface was twisted. 
Certain contingency provisions were included in the winglet design. These are illustrated in 
Figure 12, and consist of a bolt-on leading edge device for the upper winglet and a provision to 
move the lower winglet forward or remove it altogether. 
The leading edge Krueger flap was manufactured as a result of data from the high lift wind 
tunnel tests of Reference 4. These data showed evidence of flow separation from the upper wing- 
FIGURE 10. PRINCIPAL WINGLET CONFIGURATIONS FROM APPLICATION STUDIES‘ 
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FIGURE 11. PLANNED WINGLET 
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FIGURE 12. CONTINGENCY CONFIGURATIONS 
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let at high lift coefficient. Although the separation occurred at lift coefficients above those of nor- 
mal operation, it was considered prudent to have a leading edge device available for installation 
on the winglet should the need arise. The leading edge device was a single-position (not deploy- 
able or retractable in flight) Krueger leading edge flap for the upper winglet. The geometry was 
determined by practical considerations which would permit extension from the lower surface of 
the upper winglet. The flap extended spanwise from 11 percent to 82 percent of the upper wing- 
let span. This extension was chosen after consideration of articulation requirements. The 
Krueger chord was 16 percent of the local winglet chord and was deflected 50 degrees with a gap 
of 1.5-percent chord and -1.5-percent chord overhang. The Krueger was made adaptable to the 
reduced span winglet by trimming its length. 
The additional contingency provision concerned the decision to locate the lower winglet far- 
ther aft to avoid occlusion of the forward position light. Should this position give rise to flow in- 
terference between upper and lower winglets, a potential problem area identified in earlier wind 
tunnel tests, a more forward position could be adopted or the lower winglet could be removed 
entirely, a condition that was investigated in the semispan wind tunnel test. 
Structural Design Criteria 
Owing to the need to minimize wing structure modifications which were to remain with the 
aircraft on return to airline service, it was determined that the aircraft should be flown at 
speeds, gross weights, cg limits, and load factors just sufficient to satisfy program objectives. 
Aircraft configuration requirements were derived from the test aircraft specification, and the 
data requirements defined later in this report. As a result of these considerations, the envelope 
limitations shown in Figure 13 and the maneuvering envelope of Figure 14 were applied. 
FAR Part 25 static strength requirements (2.5g limit) governed the design of the winglet 
and its attachment to the wing. This design requirement provided substantial margins of safety 
in the new structure, hence no proof test for the winglet structure was needed. Design-level 
gust intensities for clear air turbulence were included in the design. 
Specific criteria were applied to the design of the winglet so that aerodynamic data quality 
was preserved in the presence of flight deflections. No elastic buckling of the winglet skins was 
permitted up to the maximum lg cruise condition. 
Fatigue was not a consideration for the winglet flight test phase due to the limited flight test 
time; however, satisfactory fatigue life of the aircraft as refurbished for delivery was assured. 
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Prediction of Flight Loads 
Winglet loads were estimated using a combination of theoretical and wind tunnel test data. 
The resulting forces and moments were then applied to existing aeroelastic models of the wing 
structure to estimate the external loads. In addition, the influence of the winglet on the wing 
spanwise lift distribution was estimated. 
In estimating the normal force (the main component of force on the winglet), several alter- 
natives were considered, as shown in Figure 15. The normal force was first estimated using 
linear (vortex lattice) theory, but when the wind tunnel data of Reference 2 became available 
they showed these linear theory estimates to be too conservative. The Reference 2 data were ob- 
tained only at typical cruise lift coefficients - and, therefore, over only a limited angle-of-attack 
range - but they were extrapolated linearly to obtain the normal force coefficients at lower and 
higher angles of attack. These are shown as the “linear wind tunnel” data in Figure 15. Later, 
nonlinear data (the dashed curve in the figure), which showed the effects of load-shedding or 
“round-over” due to eventual flow-separation at the higher angles of attack, became available 
from the tests of Reference 3. These tests were made over a fairly extensive range of angles of 
attack and sideslip at Mach numbers up to 0.95. The nonlinear data were analytically corrected 
for Reynolds number effects, giving the dotted curve in Figure 15; however, the adjusted 
nonlinear coefficients were still lower than the linear wind tunnel coefficients at the higher 
angles of attack. Therefore, to provide a substantial degree of conservatism in the load 
estimates, the linear wind tunnel coefficients were used at the higher angles of attack. The 
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FIGURE 15. ALTERNATIVES FOR SELECTION OF WINGLET DESIGN LOADS 
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nonlinear data, on the other hand, gave the higher normal force coefficients in the lower angle- 
of-attack region, and so were used at these lower angles of attack. 
Since the presence of the winglet modifies the wing spanwise lift distribution, the changes 
were estimated using nonplanar vortex lattice techniques. Baseline and additional lift distribu- 
tions due to winglets were estimated and incorporated into the data base of the external wing 
loads program. One condition for estimated spanwise lift distribution with winglet compared to 
the baseline is shown in Figure 16. The data identify the discontinuities due to the detailed 
characteristics of the wing - for example, engine installations. 
Structural Description 
The structure which was designed for the tests consisted of an upper winglet, a lower 
winglet, and a wing box extension attached to the test aircraft wing box at the outer fuel closure 
bulkhead (Figure 17). In addition, the wing box upper skin panels were strengthened. 
The winglet structure is shown in Figure 18. The upper winglet was designed with a pri- 
mary structure of conventional metal construction having two spars with skins and ribs. The 
wing box extension spars were continuous with those of the upper winglet, with the rear spar 
spliced to the wing rear spar across the fuel bulkhead. Additional splicing was made to the skins, 
stringers, and fuel closure bulkhead through external splice plates and internal fittings. The new 
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extension was constructed of conventional aluminum structure with skins and ribs. The leading 
and trailing edge assemblies of the wing box extension were modified production items. The fair- 
ing of the juncture between the upper winglet and the wing tip extension was merged at its aft 
end with a fairing representing the trailing edge position light installation. No operational light 
was installed at this position. An operational production wing tip light installation was included 
at each wing tip leading edge position. 
Each lower winglet used a single aluminum spar with glass-fiber-epoxy laminate skins. This 
material was also used for the leading edge of the upper winglets, trailing edge and tip of the 
new wing box extensions, juncture fairing of the upper winglet leading edge, and the simulated 
wing tip aft light fairing. Mahogany was used for the tips of the BWL and RSWL upper winglets 
and the tips of the lower winglets. Conversion from BWL to RSWL was done in the field by cut- 
ting through the entire structure at the appropriate spanwise section and installing a new 
winglet tip. 
The strengthening of the wing is shown in Figure 19. The upper panels were reinforced with 
angle members attached to the stringers (shown in the figure as Sl through S22) between the 
ribs (shown by their reference numbers, 737.6 through 1042.31. The reinforcing affected approx- 
imately 7.6 m (300 in.) inboard of the wing box extension attachment at reference station Xw 
912.4. In general, the type of reinforcing was a simple angle. In the area of the extension attach- 
SPECIAL REINFORCEMENT FRONT SPAR , 4 
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FIGURE 19. WING REINFORCEMENT - UPPER SURFACE 
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ment, one stringer was reinforced with a more substantial angle and doublers. The analysis 
methods used (see next section of this report) are also identified in Figure 19. 
The spar cap and web splices were added to existing fastener locations in most cases. Some 
existing fasteners were replaced by larger ones, and new fasteners were added through skin 
doublers and plate splices between stringers. After removing the winglets and splice members 
during airplane reconfiguration, oversize fasteners were installed as necessary to restore in- 
tegrity of the original box structure and fuel seal, and the remaining unused fastener holes were 
plugged. Wing-strengthening additions inboard of the splice remained with the aircraft after the 
test program. 
The leading edge Krueger flap described earlier was designed and manufactured to bolt to 
the leading edge of the upper winglet. As fabricated for the BWL, the flap was 2.8 m (9.4 ft) 
long. The flap was constructed so that 0.8 m (2.5 ft) of the upper end could be trimmed in the 
field for the RSWL tests. 
During the flight test phase, several aerodynamic configuration changes were made to the 
winglets, as described later in a discussion of test results. Appropriate structural alterations 
were made. 
Stress Analysis 
A finite element model was used to analyze the upper winglets, the wing box extension, and 
that portion of the existing wing approximately four wing tip chords inboard from the tip. The 
inboard end of this model was joined analytically to a shell analysis used for the inboard portion 
of the wing. 
Flutter Analysis 
The selection of the test configurations and flight conditions to be used in the flight flutter 
tests was based on flutter analysis results. This analysis predicted the important vibration 
modes, frequencies, and flutter-speed margins of the aircraft with winglets installed. The 
results of the analysis were verified later through a ground vibration test (GVT), conducted to 
measure the important mode shapes and frequencies. 
The discrete mass representation of the aircraft with winglets consisted of concentrated 
masses on each of 55 bays, with each mass described by 6 degrees of freedom. The aircraft mass 
and stiffness properties were used to calculate unrestrained aircraft orthogonal modes. A set of 
orthogonal modes was computed for fuel loading conditions consisting of 0, 10.0,12.5,15.0,17.5, 
21.5, 40.0, 60.0, 80.0, and loo-percent fuel. Mass and stiffness symmetry about the aircraft 
centerline was assumed so only half the aircraft had to be analyzed. 
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The flutter analyses were performed using the standard “required damping versus velocity” 
methods. Symmetric and antisymmetric conditions were analyzed with unsteady aerodynamic 
influence coefficients (AIC) based on the Doublet Lattice Method. These coefficients were 
generated for M = 0.9, which is the flutter-critical Mach number for the DC-lo. The unsteady 
aerodynamics included wing-winglet coupling effects. 
The flutter analyses were performed for several altitudes with the resulting flutter speeds 
interpolated among altitudes to obtain a valid flutter speed at the correct 0.9 Mach number. 
Flutter speeds were normalized to a reference dive speed, V,,,, of 706 km/h (381 KEAS) which 
corresponds to M = 0.9 on the Mu/V, boundary. Structural damping of g = 0.02 was assumed 
in all structural modes. Flutter was defined to occur when the value of damping reached zero. 
Various fuel loading conditions were analyzed to define the flutter speed as a function of fuel 
loading. 
The critical flutter mode for the basic DC-10 Series 10 without winglets is a symmetric ~-HZ 
mode involving coupling between first wing bending and first wing torsion. The addition of the 
winglets reduced the flutter speed of the ~-HZ wing mode to 1.09 V,,, for fuel loading less than 
12.5 percent. In addition, the winglets introduced a 4.5-Hz flutter mode involving second wing 
bending and second wing torsion. The minimum flutter speed of this 4.5-Hz flutter mode was 
1.14 VREF. Because these adverse winglet effects were predicted, 226.80 kg (500 lb) of mass 
balance was installed in each wing tip to ensure adequate flutter margins for flight testing. 
The flutter speeds for the ~-HZ (inner panel) and 4.5-Hz (outer panel) modes with the mass 
balance added are shown in Figure 20. The flutter speeds for the 4.5-Hz mode were higher than 
for the ~-HZ mode, and were above 1.2 V,,, at all fuel loadings. Flutter speeds for the ~-HZ mode 
on the other hand were above 1.2 VREF only at fuel loadings above about 15 percent; below that 
they dropped to as low as 1.14 VREF. Because of this, the fuel loadings were kept above 24 per- 
cent (15,875.73 kg or 35,000 lb of fuel1 for all tests except the flutter tests. 
The flutter analysis for the conditions of Figure 20 showed that the subcritical damping was 
more than 2 percent at all speeds up to Vu, with no significant loss of damping as V, was 
approached. 
The results shown in Figure 20 were based upon theoretical analyses performed prior to the 
GVT. (The differences between GVT measured frequencies and theoretical frequencies are 
shown and discussed later in this report in the section titled Results and Discussion.) In order to 
assess the significance of these frequency differences, a flutter analysis was performed of the 
empty fuel configuration using the measured frequency data. The analysis using measured fre- 
quency data resulted in slightly higher flutter speeds for both the ~-HZ and 4.5-Hz flutter modes 
than did the corresponding flutter analysis using theoretical modal frequencies. Therefore, for 
conservatism, the theoretical modal frequencies were used for all flutter speed predictions. 
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WINGLETMANUFACTURE 
The main stages of winglet manufacture are illustrated in Figures 21 through 28. Figure 21 
shows a stage in the profile machining of one of the upper winglet spars. This unit was machined 
from a hand forging using computer-aided manufacturing techniques. During machining and 
heat treatment, the spar was located by tabs along the length, these being removed in the final 
stages of fabrication. Figure 22 shows the winglet trailing edge assemblies being built on simple 
fixtures. The winglet spars were used essentially as location tooling during the winglet 
assembly. 
Figure 23 shows spars in position, with a trailing edge assembly also in place. A more de- 
tailed view of the upper winglet structure, looking inboard, is shown in Figure 24. At this early 
stage, some instrumentation is already in place. The same assembly, looking outboard, is shown 
in Figure 25. The juncture of the upper winglet and wing box extension, at a later stage of the 
assembly when the extension skins were attached, is shown in Figure 26. Two stages of 
assembly of the lower winglets are shown in Figure 27, indicating the skin and rib assemblies 
forward and aft of the main spar. The completed assembly, without the lower winglet, is shown 
ready for installation in Figure 28. 
FIGURE 21. WINGLET SPAR MACHINING 
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FIGURE 22. TRAILING EDGE ASSEMBLIES 
FIGURE 23. WINGLET -START OF ASSEMBLY 
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FIGURE 24. UPPER WINGLET SUBSTRUCTURE 
FIGURE 25. UPPER WINGLET ASSEMBLY 
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FIGURE 26. WINGLET AND WING BOX EXTENSION JUNCTURE 
FIGURE 27. LOWER WINGLETS 
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FIGURE 28. WINGLET AND WING BOX EXTENSION ASSEMBLY 
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AIRCRAFT PREPARATION AND WINGLET INSTALLATION 
The aircraft preparation phase consisted of the baseline aircraft modification, the winglet 
installation, and the aircraft reconfiguration for airline service after the test. The three activities 
were conducted in the open using simple equipment. 
The modification activity consisted primarily of strengthening the wing box. Upper skin 
stiffener reinforcements were inserted through the existing lower skin access panels and at- 
tached with the aid of simple location tools. During this work, instrumentation and test equip- 
ment were installed in the aircraft. Upon completion of this activity, the baseline flight test took 
place. 
In the second stage, the winglet assemblies were installed. This installation required fur- 
ther structural work near the wing tip to make the connections. The winglet was installed using 
simple hoist equipment (Figure 291. The completed installation of the upper and lower winglet is 
shown in Figure 30. During the second stage, work to complete the instrumentation was under- 
taken. 
FIGURE 29. WINGLET INSTALLATION IN PROGRESS 
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FIGURE 30. WINGLET INSTALLATION COMPLETE 
After the winglet flight test, the aircraft was reconfigured to the baseline configuration 
with test equipment removed. New and splicing structures were removed. Items previously in- 
stalled for wing box strengthening remained with the aircraft. The original wing tips were 
reinstalled and the aircraft refurbished prior to its return to airline service. 
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FLIGHT PROGRAM 
Test Approach 
In order to ensure accuracy in comparison and correlation, the flight test program was ar- 
ranged to have back-to-back testing of the baseline and winglet aircraft in all key areas. The im- 
‘portant areas for comparison were performance, stability and control, and loads. Structural and 
aerodynamic damping data were obtained from BWL testing only. The program was begun with 
tests of the baseline aircraft, continued with the BWL configuration, and completed with the 
RSWL. The flight test program is summarized in Figure 31. Test conditions, instrumentation, 
and tests performed are described further in subsequent parts of this section. A list of flight test 
measurements is presented in Appendix A. 
Test Conditions 
Aerodynamics - Evaluations were made in the following specific areas: 
0 Cruise drag improvement 
l High-space buffet boundary 
0 Stall speeds and characteristics 
l Low-speed drag improvement 
0 High- and low-speed stability and control (S&Cl characteristics 
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FIGURE 31. FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM 
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The high-speed performance and buffet boundary test conditions are summarized in Figure 32. 
Performance evaluation data were obtained for typical cruise operating conditions. In addition, 
flights were made at lower Mach numbers to establish the incompressible drag. From these 
data, the aircraft drag coefficient was determined by obtaining the aircraft thrust required at 
the particular altitude and air speed. The range factor [(V/W,)W] was obtained from correspond- 
ing measurements of the air speed, fuel flow, and weight. Engine thrust was obtained by 
measurement of the engine fan speed, N,, and use of the engine performance computer decks. 
Buffet onset data were determined by measuring normal acceleration during wind-up turns 
at high cruise Mach numbers. A buffet boundary investigation for the reduced-span winglet was 
classified as a contingency item for two reasons. First, on the basis of wind tunnel results, no 
change in the basic aircraft buffet characteristics was anticipated from the installation of 
winglets. Second, the RSWL would, because of its size, be expected to introduce a lesser effect 
on buffet C, than the BWL, and consequently, if no change was observed for the larger winglet, 
it could confidently be assumed that no change would be present for the smaller. Consequently 
the RSWL was only to be evaluated for buffet characteristics if a significant impact was deter- 
mined from the preceding BWL tests. 
The low-speed performance test conditions are shown in Figure 33. Minimum stall speeds 
for both the baseline and BWL aircraft were evaluated at forward cg with the aircraft in the 
clean configuration and flap settings typical of takeoff and landing. During these tests, evidence 
of any buffet limitations was sought by use of accelerometer measurements in the cockpit cabin 
and on the winglet. It was intended that, should unacceptable buffet be encountered, a fixed 
leading edge device would be attached to the upper winglet leading edge and its effect 
measured. 
Stall speeds were investigated for the baseline and BWL configurations. It was determined 
that stall characteristics were only required for the BWL. Low-speed stall characteristic tests 
for the RSWL were considered as a contingency only if the BWL tests showed a significant ef- 
fect. Such a result was considered unlikely since wind tunnel tests for both the BWL and the 
RSWL did not indicate any significant change over the baseline aircraft, and since intuitively the 
RSWL should produce even less change. It was planned that, should there be a measured stall 
speed difference for the BWL, the RSWL would also be evaluated at the takeoff flap setting. 
Low-speed drag polars were obtained for the baseline aircraft and for both winglet con- 
figurations by tests at the same flap settings, using engine N, as the measurement for the deter- 
mination of thrust. 
The stability and control test conditions are shown in Figure 34. 
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TEST CATEGORY OBJECTIVES BASELINE WINGLET TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTS 
CRUISE ESTABLISH X MID/AFT CG (ALL TESTS) 
CHARACTERISTICS BASELINE 
LEVEL 
w/6 M ALT - 
EVALUATE 1.4 x 106 O.BZR, 0.83R 33,000 
BASIC 
RANGE FACTOR, N1 
UPPER BWL 1.6 x 106 0.80, 0.81, O.BZR, O.B3R, 0.84 36,000 
AND LOWER 
WINGLETS 1.75 x lo6 0.81, O.BZR, 0.83R 39,000 
EVALUATE 
REDUCED-SPAN 
UPPER AND RSWL 
LOWER 
WINGLETS 
INCOMPRESSIBLE 
DRAG 
DETERMINE 
INCOMPRESSIBLE 
DRAG POLA,R 
0.6 x lo6 0.50, 0.55, 0.60,0.65 17.000 
X BOTH 0.8 x 106 0.55, 0.60, 0.65 23,000 
1.0 x lo6 0.60, 0.65 27,000 
BUFFET BOUNDARY ESTABLISH 1.6-g WIND-UP TURN NORMAL ACCELERATION 
BUFFET ONSET BWL M 0.75, 0.80. 0.83 = 
ALT = 36.000-38.000 
X 
M = 0.83 ONLY IF CHANGE 
RSWL OBSERVED FOR 
BASIC WINGLET 
R DENOTES REPEAT POINT 
FIGURE 32. HIGH-SPEED PERFORMANCE TEST CONDITIONS 
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TEST CATEGORY OBJECTIVE BASELINE WINGLET TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTS 
FORWARD CG (ALL TESTS) 
STALL DETERMINE BWL = O/RET. OlT.0.. 15/T.O.,22/T.O., SOILND STICK FORCES 
CHARACTERISTICS STALL 6F’6S 
CHARACTERISTICS ALT = 10.000-15.000 
RSWL %‘% = 15/T.O., SO/LND STICK FORCES** 
STALL SPEEDS DETERMINE VMIN X BWL 
6F16S 
= O/RET, 15lT.O.. lS/LND V 
slCl 
lVMIN 
ALT = 10.000-15.000 AT VARIED 
ENTRY RATES 
RSWL 6F’% = 15lT.O. ONLY IF CHANGE OBSERVED FOR 
BASIC WINGLET 
LOWSPEED 
DRAG 
DETERMINE 
LOWSPEED 
DRAG POLAR 
SIX POINTS OVER RANGE 
OF 1.2 TO 1.5 VMIN Nl 
X BOTH” 6F’6s = 15lT.O. 
ALT = 10,COO 
R DENOTES REPEAT POINT *EVALUATION OF WINGLET LEADING EDGE DEVICE, IF REQUIRED 
**EVALUATED ONLY IF CHANGE OBSERVED FOR BASIC WINGLET 
FIGURE 33. LOWSPEED PERFORMANCE TEST CONDITIONS 
CONFIGURATION 
TEST CATEGORY OBJECTIVIES BASELINE WINGLET TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTS 
I 
STATIC LONGITUDINAL 
STABILITY 
LONGITUDINAL 
MANEUVERING 
STABILITY 
LONGITUDINAL TRIM 
STEADY SIDESLIP 
DIHEDRAL STABILITY 
VERIFY STABILITY 
AND CONTROL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
HEAVY WT. AFT 
cg, HIGH ALT, 
MN = 0.85 
MEDIUM WT. AFT 
cg, HIGH ALT, 
MN = 0.82 
X BWL, CRUISE, TAKEOFF 
RSWL AND LANDING 
2 SPEEDS/CONFIG, 
AFT cg 
BWL HEAVY WT. MID AFT 
cg, MN = 0.88,0.90 
HIGH ALT 
STANDARD 
STABILITY 
AND CONTROL 
PARAMETERS 
BWL I I LIGHT CRUISE WT AND HEAVY LANDING WT CONFIG DUTCH RDLL CHARACTERISTIC 
SPIRAL STABILITY 
ROLL PERFORMANCE EWL 
I 
MID cg, CRUISE AND 
LANDING CONFIG, 
2 SPEEPSICONFIG 
FIGURE 34. STABILITY AND CONTROL TEST CONDITIONS 
The tests primarily concerned investigation of the DC-10 with the BWL. The choice of this 
configuration was based on wind tunnel results which indicated that the impact of winglets on 
stability and control characteristics should be small. Therefore, in order to ensure quantifiable 
results for winglet increments in S&C parameters, the larger winglet was employed. It was an- 
ticipated that if the BWL aircraft should be judged satisfactory from a handling-characteristics 
viewpoint the RSWL aircraft would also be satisfactory. The testing of static directional stabil- 
ity was required for the baseline and both winglet configurations in order to accurately dis- 
tinguish any difference. 
To evaluate winglet effects, flow visualization, measurements of pressures, and estimates of 
wing bending and twist deflection were obtained. The flow visualization was designed to identify 
the flow quality on the surfaces and at the juncture of winglet and wing at cruise and low speeds. 
Pressure measurements were taken on the upper winglet, .outer wing, and aileron. Wing deflec- 
tion data were used to calculate the impact of winglets on induced drag reduction. 
Structural and Aerodynamic Damping (Flutter) - The test conditions were based on the 
results of the flutter analyses previously described, as verified by ground vibration testing, and 
are shown in Figure 35. 
For the flight test with the BWL, two fuel configurations were defined. Clearance for the 
configuration representing the minmum amount of fuel to be used for subsequent performance 
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I WINGLET ACTIVITY CONFIGURATIONS MEASUREMENTS 
YIBRATION BWL, RSWl, FLUTTER SPEED MARGINS, 
FLUTTER MODES, FREQUENCIES 
ANALYSIS 
GROUND BWL MODE SHAPES, 
VIBRATION FREQUENCIES 
TEST 
FLIGHT 
TEST 
BWL FREQUENCY, DAMPING 
. 15.875.73 kg (35,000 LB) FUEL VELOCITY CONDITIONS 
7160 m (23,500 FT) TO 0.91 m 
(ENVELOPE CLEARANCE) 
. 12.5 PERCENT FUEL 
9,140 m (30,000 FT) 
. 12.5 PERCENT FUEL 
FLUTTER CRITICAL 
CONDITION 
7,160 m (23,500 FT) TO 0.91 m 
FIGURE 35. FLUTTER TEST CONDITIONS 
testing was made first. This fuel amount was 15 876 kg (35,000 lb). Subsequently, measurements 
at the 12.5-percent fuel flutter critical condition were obtained. The less critical performance 
fuel condition was tested at medium altitude to 0.91 Mach number. The flutter-critical condition 
required testing first at high altitude, then at medium altitude. Figure 36 shows the range of test 
speeds and altitudes superimposed on the DC-10 envelope. 
It was originally intended that flutter testing with the RSWL would be limited to clearing 
the speed envelope with performance minimum fuel. As explained in the Results and Discussion 
section, this test was later considered unnecessary. 
The flutter data were obtained from accelerometer information. Modal excitation was made 
by pilot-induced inputs in the flight controls. Damping values were obtained from the transient 
decay of the excited modes, as determined from time histories of symmetric and antisymmetric 
parameters. The symmetric excitation parameters were wing tip normal acceleration, winglet 
tip normal, winglet tip longitudinal, starboard engine normal, and cockpit normal. The antisym- 
metric excitation parameters were wing tip normal acceleration, winglet tip normal, and cockpit 
lateral. 
Loads Measurement - The primary test objective was to determine the winglet impact on 
wing loads and the winglet load itself. In addition, the flight loads were monitored for potentially 
critical maneuvers. Additional data were required as a result of concern, arising from wind tun- 
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FIGURE 36. FLUTTER TEST SPEEDS AND ALTITUDES 
nel data, that the outboard aileron could be subjected to a significant increase in load due to the 
winglet installation. Consequently, data requirements were set for the key items concerned, 
namely the outboard aileron, its actuating cylinder, and the most critical of the hinge brackets. 
The test parameters for the loads measurement program are shown in Figure 37. 
The flight test measurements were made in a number of angle-of-attack surveys at a range 
of Mach numbers. The surveys were flown under lg conditions and also during steady banked 
turns at 1.6g. Steady state yawing maneuvers were included at lg for certain selected conditions 
so the effect of sideslip could be evaluated. High-lift data were included in the program. 
ITEM 
UPPER WINGLET 
WING, WING TIP 
OUTBOARD AILERON 
AILERON ACTUATING CYLINDER 
AILERON HINGE BRACKET NO. 4 
! OBJECTIVES 
ESTABLISH WINGLET ROOT 
LOADS; VERIFY WIND TUNNEL 
DATA 
DETERMINE WINGLET IMPACT 
ON WING LOAD 
VERIFY WIND TUNNEL DATA 
ESTABLISH AILERON HINGE 
MOMENTS 
MAINTAIN ADEQUATE MARGINS 
OF SAFETY 
BASELINE 
X 
WINGLET MEASUREMENTS 
BWL, RSWL 
BWL. RSWL 
BWL, RSWL 
BWL. RSWL 
BWL, RSWL 
STRAIN GAGES: 
PRESSURE SURVEY 
STRAIN GAGES; 
PRESSURE SURVEY 
PRESSURE SURVEY 
STRAIN GAGES 
STRAIN GAGES 
FIGURE 37. LOADS TEST PARAMETERS 
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Flight Instrumentation 
The flight instrumentation consisted of the existing (or production) air data computer 
(ADC), an additional flight test ADC together with an inertial system, on-board monitoring 
equipment including a computer, pressure orifices and strain gauges, accelerometers, and visual 
aids. 
Aerodynamics Data - Owing to the back-to-back nature of the performance tests, thrust- 
instrumented and calibrated engines were not required. However, air data and engine 
parameters were carefully measured. 
The production ADC parameters measured were the captain’s airspeed, altitude, pitot total 
pressure, static pressure, and total air temperature, and the first officer’s airspeed, altitude, 
pitot total pressure, static pressure, and temperature. 
For the flight test ADC, a trailing cone streamed from the vertical fin was provided to sup- 
ply an error-free static pressure source. The test ADC parameters measured were: 
0 Keil pitot and auxiliary pitot compared with trailing cone static airspeed 
. Total Keil pitot and auxiliary pitot pressure 
0 Trailing cone static pressure and altitude 
. Inertial navigation system parameters 
a Engine parameters: N, (fan speed), N, (core speed), exhaust gas temperature, and fuel 
flow using calibrated transmitters 
0 Other parameters, including angle of attack and of sideslip; pitch, roll, and yaw rates; 
surface and system positions, and cabin pressure. Surface instrumentation consisted of 
the pilot-operated flight control positions, flight control forces, and control surface 
positions. Buffet onset characteristics were obtained from cockpit, cabin, and wing ac- 
celerometers. In order to measure the buffet response in the stall tests, ac- 
celerometers were installed on the horizontal stabilizer front spar, the outboard 
elevator balance weights, and the vertical stabilizer tip. 
Flow visualization was obtained on the left winglets and the winglet by means of tufts. The 
tufts were viewed from both the DC-10 cabin and a chase aircraft. 
Pressure distribution measurements were obtained on the right outer wing and upper 
winglets to determine span loads on the wing and upper winglets. A single row of orifices near 
the wing tip was considered sufficient to determine the additional wing span loading due to the 
winglet, since this is the only area where the wing load distribution is significantly affected. 
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Over the remainder of the wing, complete span load distribution data had been established from 
previous DC-10 test programs. In addition to the wing pressure orifice row, pressure 
measurements were obtained on the right outboard aileron. The locations of the pressure 
orifices, and the camera targets used for photographic measurements of wing deflection, are 
shown in Figure 38. 
Flutter - The flutter instrumentation consisted of accelerometers located in the winglets, 
wing tips, starboard wing engine, horizontal and vertical stabilizers, and captain’s seat (Figure 
391. All accelerometers except those mounted on the starboard wing and engine were also used 
for buffet measurements. Figure 39 also shows accelerometers, which were used solely for buf- 
fet data, at the tail engine, elevator tip, and aircraft center of gravity. 
In addition to the accelerometers, aileron, elevator, and rudder surface position instrumen- 
tation was used. Data from the structural aerodynamic damping (SAD1 tests, as well as from the 
stall tests previously mentioned, were telemetered to the Douglas Flight Control and Data 
Center to allow real time monitoring. These data were also recorded on the onboard data system 
tape recorder. The SAD tests were observed from a chase airplane supplied by NASA Dryden. 
Loads - The load instrumentation consisted of strain gauges and pressure orifices on the 
wing and upper winglet. Pressure instrumentation locations are shown in Figure 38. Calibrated 
strain gauges were installed in the winglet near its root. The wing was instrumented with un- 
(PERCENT WINGLET SPAN) 
BWL BSWL - - 
SEMISPAN) /82 (WING sEMISpAN)+------/ 
I 
PROGRAM 
PRESSURE INSTRUMENTATION 
REAR 
(PERCENT WING SEM~SPAN) 
98.0 
A 
WING BENDING AND TWIST 
MEASUREMENT - CAMERA TARGETS 
FIGURE 38. WING AND WINGLET PRESSURE AND DEFLECTION INSTRUMENTION 
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HORIZONTAL 
STABILIZER 
SEAT 
‘OR 
FIGURE 39. ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS 
calibrated strain gauges at three spanwise positions. The readings on these gauges were used in 
back-to-back comparisons with winglet on and winglet off. The winglet off condition was related 
to previously available data. The winglet strain gauges were calibrated by the point load method 
described in Reference 4. This method required the application of point loads to a number of loca- 
tions on the front and rear winglet spars. 
Flight Data System 
The flight data system, using the Douglas facilities, enabled the test aircraft to link up with 
the operating base at Yuma and the flight test center at Long Beach. The system provides direct 
output of data in engineering units, and real time data presentations. 
Through telemetry and microwave transmission, real time data could be transmitted to the 
test facilities. In addition to data transfer by normal communications, airborne recorded tape 
data could be dumped from Yuma to Long Beach. 
Preflight Ground Tests 
Ground Vibration Test (GVT) - Prior to the BWL flight tests, a GVT was conducted to 
measure the important mode shapes and frequencies of the test aircraft with the BWL installed. 
Due to extensive DC-10 GVT experience and data, a complete vibration modal survey was not 
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justified. Because the winglet installation primarily affected the wing modes, the GVT focused 
on the important modes for the wing, engine, and winglet. In addition, the amplitude and phases 
of the aircraft extremities (vertical and horizontal stabilizer, tips, engine nacelles, wing tips, and 
upper winglet tips) were measured. 
Symmetric and antisymmetric frequency sweeps were made over a range of 1 to 20 Hz. The 
sine-dwell method was used to measure the modes, and decay records were employed to 
calculate the modal damping. Normalized modal deflection and node lines were then calculated. 
Strain Gauge Calibration Tests - Calibration tests were conducted for the gauges at the 
aileron actuator, hinge bracket, and winglet root. Conventional techniques were used for the 
aileron components, with excellent correlation. The winglet strain gauges were calibrated using 
the point method previously described. Point loads were applied from an adjacent rig to eight 
different positions on the winglet, and influence coefficients were derived for the gauges. Cor- 
relation with prediction was excellent. 
Flight Test Program 
The baseline flight test program was conducted from Long Beach and consisted of 11 flights 
designated A2 through A12. (Flight Al was the delivery flight from Continental Airlines.) These 
flights were primarily devoted to cruise and low-speed performance. 
The BWL test phase began with a general handling and envelope expansion flight from 
Long Beach to Edwards Air Force Base. From Edwards, a series of flights completed the 
envelope expansion and the structural and aerodynamic damping program. Satisfactory data 
were obtained. Chase plane support was provided by the NASA Dryden Flight Research 
Center. The BWL performance testing began with transfer of the test aircraft to the Douglas 
facility at Yuma, Arizona. During this flight, evidence of low-speed buffet was observed. As a 
result, development activity was introduced into the program aimed at identifying and resolving 
the problem. This addition required changes to the originally planned program. However, the 
BWL phase was accomplished in all essentials. The details of the development activity are 
described in the Results and Discussion section. The results of flight tests performed during the 
BWL phase are shown in Figure 40. 
Upon completion of the BWL phase of the test program, the upper winglet span was re- 
duced for the RSWL phase. Owing to the results and quantity of data obtained in the BWL 
phase, the previously planned envelope expansion test was eliminated. For the same reason, 
changes to the other parts of the originally planned program were made. Some development 
tasks were also conducted. In addition, a test was added to measure the effect of drooping the 
outboard ailerons. RSWL phase objectives were accomplished in all essentials, and the aircraft 
was returned to Long Beach for the refurbishment program. The results of flight tests per- 
formed during the RSWL phase are shown in Figure 41. 
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COMMENTS CONFIGURATION II TESTS PERFORMED 
S 
LS LS AND 
DRAG BUFFET STALLS C LMI 
FLIGHT 
NO. 
A-13 
LOWER 
CONFIG WL FCK 
1 X FIRST FLIGHT WITH WINGLETS, 
CHASE, LIMITED FLOW 
VISUALIZATION 
FLUTTER: M = 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 
0.84.0.86.0.87; 24% FUEL; 
hp = 7163 m (23,500 FT) 
M = 0.87. 0.88, 0.89, 0.90, 0.91; 
24% FUEL; h, = 7163 m (23,500 FT) 
M = 0.76.0.80, 0.84,0.86,0.88, 0.89; 
12.5% FUEL; h,, = 9144 m 
(30.000 FTI 
STICK X 
SHAKER 
A-14 
A-15 
M = 0.70,0.75. 0.80.0.84,0.86.0.88, 
0.89; 12.5% FUEL; hp = 7163 m 
(23,600 FT) 
M = 0.89, 0.90, 0.91; 12.5% FUEL; 
hp = 7163 m (23,500 FT) 
TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION, 
CHASE. STATIC DIRECTIONAL 
A-17 
TUFTS AND TARGETS REMOVED, 
STATIC DIRECTIONAL 
A-18 
TARGETS REINSTALLED A-19 
A-20 
A-21 
A-22 & A-2 
A-24 
A-25 
A-26 
A-27 
A-28 
A-29 
TAKEOFF AND LANDING LOADS 1 
LOADS PROGRAM COMPLETED 1 
TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION I 
LOWER WINGLET REMOVED, 
TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION I 
VORTILET 1 INSTALLED, TUFT 
FLOW VISUALIZATION 
LEFT KRUEGER FLAP 
DEFLECTION ADJUSTED TO 
48 DEGREES; RIGHT KRUEGER 
FLAP DEFLECTION ADJUSTED 
TO 40 DEGREES 
KRUEGER EXTENDED TO 
WINGLET ROOT, DEFLECTIONS 
SAME AS A-30 / 
I I 
4 BASIC 
A-30 X 
II44 - X A-31 
FIGURE 40. FLIGHT TESTS PERFORMED DURING EVALUATION OF BASIC WINGLET (PAGE 1 OF 2) 
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FIGURE 40. FLIGHT TESTS PERFORMED DURING EVALUATION OF BAilC WINGLET (PAGE 2 OF 2) 
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A-50 
. 
A-55 
A-56 
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A-58 
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TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION 
TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION 
CRUISE PERFORMANCE (LOWER WINGLET 
OFF) COMPLETED, STATIC DIRECTIONAL 
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COMPLETED CRUISE PERFORMANCE 
(LOWER WINGLET ON) 
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TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION 
TUFT FLOW VISUALIZATION 
HIGH-SPEED FLOW VISUALIZATION 
1 
WING BENDING AND TWIST MEASUREMENT 
WING BENDING AND TWIST MEASUREMENT, / 
3-DEGREE DROOPED AILERONS 
J’ 
f IGURE 41. FLIGHT TESTS PERFORMED DURING EVALUATION OF REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Baseline Phase 
Flight Test Program - The planned objectives for this phase were achieved. Some devia- 
tions from the original test plan were required, but sufficient data were obtained to adequately 
establish a basis with which to compare the results of the winglet phases of the program. 
Aerodynamics - The results showed that the test aircraft performance was representative 
of that of the DC-10 in-service fleet. Also, engine performance levels were found to be typical of 
those of fleet airplanes with similar service time. 
Loads Measurement - Some data points originally planned for strain gauge measurement 
were not obtained during baseline phase. However many of these data were obtainable from 
similar points obtained during the aerodynamics testing. Sufficient data were obtained to 
establish a sound basis for testing in the subsequent phases of the program. 
Basic Winglet Phase -. 
Ground Vibration Test - The GVT results are summarized in Figure 42 which lists frequen- 
cies of the important symmetric and antisymmetric modes. Theoretical modal frequencies are 
EMPTY FUEL 
BASIC WINGLET 
AIRCRAFT ON SUPPORT SYSTEM 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
MODE DESCRIPTION . PERCENT 
THEORY MEASURED DIFFERENCE 
2 
8 FIRST WING BENDING 1.73 1.61 7.4 
z WING ENGINE YAW 1.98 1.95 1.5 
0 WING ENGINE PITCH WITH 
z WINGLET IN PHASE 3.40 3.23 5.3 
t; WING ENGINE PITCH WITH 
2 
h 
HORIZONTAL WINGLET OUT-OF-PHASE S ABILIZER BENDING 4.21 3 83 4.10 3 82 0.3 2 7
WING FORE AND AFT BENDING WITH 
WINGLET IN PHASE 5.05 4.64 8.8 
WING FORE AND AFT BENDING WITH 
WINGLET OUT-OF-PHASE 5.30 5.46 -2.9 
ii WING ENGINE YAW 2.05 1.96 4.6 
8 FIRST WING BENDING 2.48 2.21 12.2 
I VERTICAL STABILIZER BENDING 
0 HORIZONTAL STABILIZER OUT-OF-PHASE 3.56 3.27 8.8 
f SECOND WING BENDING WITH 
: ENGINE PITCH 3.84 3.79 1.3 
F 
WING FORE AND AFT BENDING WITH 
WINGLET IN PHASE 5.24 5.05 3.7 
” SECOND WING BENDING 6.59 6.37 3.4 
2 WINGLET BENDING WITH 
u WING FORE AND AFT IN PHASE 7.31 8.20 -12.0 
~ ---- 
FIGURE 42. GROUND VIBRATION TEST RESULTS 
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also presented for comparison. In general, good agreement exists between theoretical and 
measured frequencies except for the symmetric and antisymmetric first wing bending modes 
and the higher-frequency modes involving winglet flexibility. Experience has shown that the 
first wing bending modal frequencies can be affected significantly by the support system stiff- 
ness. Only theoretical estimates of the support system stiffness and winglet stiffness were used 
for the text program. The effect of these frequency differences on the aircraft flutter charac- 
teristics were discussed in the Flutter Analysis section presented earlier. 
Figures 43 through 45 offer comparisons of mode shapes and node lines for the important 
modes which couple to produce the critical ~-HZ symmetric wing flutter mode. Good agreement 
is shown for both mode shapes and node lines for the wing, winglet, and engine. The scale of the 
mode shape lines is greatly exaggerated for purposes of clarity. 
Flight Test Program - The planned objectives for this phase were achieved. In addition, 
development activity, primarily the result of the low-speed buffet investigation, was inserted 
into the program. 
Two of the three contingency configurations (see Figure 121 were employed. As a result of 
the encounter with unacceptable low-speed buffet on the initial BWL performance evaluation 
flight, the contingency leading edge Krueger flap was extensively exercised during low-speed 
testing. In addition, the effect of removing the lower winglet was investigated in low-speed and 
high-speed conditions. 
The development activity gave rise to a number of configurations beyond the BWL and its 
contingency modifications. All the configurations tested in the BWL phase are described in 
Figure 46. The rationale for those configurations - other than the baseline - is explained in 
subsequent sections. In Figure 46, Configuration 1 is the original BWL, Configuration 2 is Con- 
figuration 1 with the Krueger flap fitted to it, and Configuration 3 is Configuration 2 with the 
lower winglet removed. More extensive modifications were then made, the chief features of 
which are illustrated in Figures 47 and 48. A description of the specific configurations, consistent 
with that in Figure 46, follows: 
a Configurations 4 and 5: Configuration 3 with Vortilet Number 1, Krueger flap angle 
adjustments being applied in the latter case. This vortilet is defined as an upper 
winglet leading edge dorsal fin which originated at the aft edge of the wing tip forward 
light lens and extended to the upper winglet leading edge just below the lower end of 
the Krueger flap (8 percent of the winglet span). It was fabricated from plate material 
with an aerodynamically sharp leading edge and negligible thickness. 
0 Configurations 6 and 8: Configuration 3 with an extended Krueger flap. The flap 
modification (Figure 49) consisted of a 0.61-m (24-in.1 addition to the upper winglet 
Krueger flap which began on the flap’s lower edge and extended to the winglet root. 
The extension was of similar section to that previously fabricated. 
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CONFIG 
NO. 
PHYSICAL 
\PPEARANCE 
4. 5 6.8 7 
i 
A c 
LARGE VORTILET 
2 INSTALLED 
WHICH EXTENDED 
FROM AFT EDGE 
OF WINGTIP 
LIGHT TO UPPER 
WINGLET LEAD- 
ING EDGE AT 
ABOUT 37 PER- 
CENT SPAN. 
MODIFIED 
(DROOPED LEAD. 
ING EDGE) AIR. 
FOIL ABOVE 
VORTILET 2. 
BASIC LOWER 
WINGLET 
INSTALLED 
A42-A46 A47 
3ASlC UPPER 
NINGLET WITH 
KRUEGER FLAP 
EXTENDED TO 
NING TIP 
KRUEGER 
FLAP 
DEFLECTION 
CONFIG 
NO. LH RH 
BASIC UPPER 
WINGLETWITH 
KRUEGER FLAP 
EXTENDEDTO 
WING TIP AND 
DEFLECTED 
40 DEGREES 
BASIC LOWER 
WINGLET 
INSTALLED 
BASIC UPPER 
WlNGLETWlTH- 
OUT LOWER 
WINGLET OR 
LEADING EDGE 
DEVICE 
:ONFIGURATION 
UUMSER 10 
HITHOUT LOWER 
NINGLET 
BASIC UPPER 
AND LOWER 
WINGLETAS 
ORIGINALLY 
DESIGNED 
CONFIGURATION 
NUMBER 3 WITH 
VDRTILET 1 
INSTALLED. 
VORTILET 
STARTED 
AT AFT END OF 
WING TIP LIGHT 
AND ENDED AT 
LOWER END OF 
KRUEGER FLAP 
CONFIGURATION 
NVMSER 2 WITH 
LOWER WINGLET 
REMOVED 
IESCRIPTION 
FLIGHT 
NO. 
KRUEGER 
FLAP 
DEFLECTION 
CDNFIG 
6 45 40 
8 40 40 
NO. LH RH 
4 50 50 
5 45 40 
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FIGURE 46. CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION 
FOR BASIC WINGLET FLIGHT PROGRAM 
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UPPER WINGLET KRUEGER FLAP 
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WITHOUT LOWER WINGLET 
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WING TIP LIGHT FAIRINGS 
KRUEGER FLAP EXTENSION 
TO WINGTIP 
FIGURE 47. BASIC WINGLET CONFIGURATION FEATURES 
OUTBOARD VIEW OF VORTILET NO. 2 WITH MOD 6 VORTILET NO. 2 WITH 
VORTILET NO. 1 SHORTENEDKRUEGERFLAP 
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VORTI LET NO. 1 SHORTENEDKRUEGERFLAP 
FIGURE 48. BASIC WINGLET CONFIGURATIONS WITH VORTILETS 
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FIGURE 49. LEADING EDGE KRUEGER FLAP GECMETRY FOR BASIC UPPER WINGLET 
a Configuration 7: Configuration 8 with the lower winglet installed. 
. Configuration 9: Configuration 1 without the lower winglet. 
. Configuration 10: Configuration 1 but with the addition of Vortilet Number 2 and 
Winglet Airfoil Modification Number 6 (MOD 6). Vortilet Number 2 was an upper 
winglet leading edge dorsal fin which originated at the aft edge of the wing tip forward 
light lens and extended to a point on the upper winglet leading edge which was 38 per- 
cent of the winglet span above the winglet root. It was fabricated of fiberglass and 
foam over a metal plate “backbone.” The leading edge radius was approximately 1.4 
cm (0.75 in.) and the sides were contoured to blend smoothly at its junction with the 
winglet. MOD 6, which was selected from a number of alternatives, was a modification 
to the leading edge region of the basic winglet airfoil. The leading edge radius was in- 
creased from 0.5 to 1.5 percent chord. The modification was achieved by fitting a foam 
and fiberglass glove to the existing winglet. The glove extended from the most upward 
edge of Vortilet Number 2 to the winglet tip. The glove extended from the leading 
edge aft to 0.4-percent chord on the upper surface and to 31.6-percent chord on the 
lower surface. 
0 Configuration 11: Configuration 10 without the lower winglet. 
l Configuration 12: Configuration 10 with MOD 6 removed and the Krueger flap in- 
stalled above the vortilet. 
As the program progressed, it became clear that the eventual configuration should attempt 
to balance or resolve two characteristics of the original BWL which were in apparent conflict - 
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first, that the lower winglet was beneficial in improving cruise performance; second, that the 
lower winglet adversely contributed to the low-speed buffet. This investigation was continued 
into the RSWL phase. 
Flutter - Frequency and damping data from the flutter tests of Configuration 1 are shown 
in Figures 50 and 51 for the ~-HZ and 4.5-Hz modes respectively. The figures also include the 
analytical predictions and are for the flutter-critical condition (see Figure 2d) of 12.5-percent fuel 
at 7 163 km (23,500 ft.1 with symmetric excitation. 
The test results show the frequency and damping of both modes to be relatively constant 
over the test speed range from 0.70 to 0.91 Mach number. There is no loss of damping as 0.91 
Mach number is approached. The test conditions of 12.5-percent fuel at 9 144 km (30,000 ft) and 
15 876-kg (35,000-lb) fuel at 7 163 km (223,500 ft) showed similar trends and damping levels for 
symmetric excitation. The antisymmetric excitation conditions were more highly damped than 
the symmetric conditions by 1.5 to 2 percent C/C, for these test configurations. 
The predicted subcritical flight frequencies closely match the measured frequencies for both 
the ~-HZ and 4.5-Hz modes. For the ~-HZ mode, the predicted damping, although generally in 
good agreement with that measured, was slightly lower than the measured damping at the 
12.5% FUEL 7,160 m (23,500 FT) 
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FIGURE 51. FREQUENCY AND DAMPING CHARACTERISTICS - 4.5 Hz MODE 
(DETERMINED FROM WINGLET LONGITUDINAL ACCELERATION) 
higher Mach numbers, and was therefore conservative. For the 4.5-Hz mode, the predicted 
damping was higher than that measured by approximately 1.5 percent C/C,, and was therefore 
unconservative. 
The effect on the flutter speed of the 4.5-Hz mode due to the 1.5-percent C/C, difference be- 
tween predicted and measured damping was estimated by reducing the predicted damping of the 
4.5-Hz mode by 1.5-percent C/C, over the entire speed range and calculating the new flutter 
speed. This resulted in a 1.5-percent reduction in flutter speed. However, the reduced flutter 
speed was still above 1.2 Vu. 
These data show good correlation with the predicted results discussed previously in relation 
to Figure 20. The prediction method is considered verified by the data for design purposes, par- 
ticularly since the methodology, applied to the critical mode, is slightly conservative. 
Low-Speed Buffet - The first flight (A-17) after the flutter program was dedicated to flow 
visualization and buffet evaluation of the BWL, Configuration No. 1. An early assessment of any 
potential low-speed problem was desired, particularly since the wind tunnel investigations 
(Reference 4) had indicated the possibility of flow separation prior to wing stall. Figure 52 il- 
lustrates the flow separation experienced in the wind tunnel. For angles of attack below the 
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a = 9 DEGREES (<CT 
V2 
) 
ct = 15 DEGREES (>aV2) 
FIGURE 52. WINGLET FLOW AT LOW SPEED IN THE AMES 12-FOOT WIND TUNNEL 
critical takeoff condition, 1.2 VMI,, the flow is streamwise on both the wing and winglet except 
for local spanwise flow at the winglet trailing edge. At the 1.2-V,,, condition, significant span- 
wise flow has developed. Beyond the V, condition but prior to stall, the flow on the winglet and 
locally on the wing has separated. 
During the flight tests, buffet occurred at the critical takeoff and landing conditions of 1.2 
V MIN and 1.3 V,,,, respectively. Flow visualization observations made from the DC-10 cabin and 
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a chase aircraft indicated that the buffet corresponded to a completely separated flow on the suc- 
tion side of both the upper and lower winglets. The flow separation developed gradually. At lift- 
ing conditions corresponding to 1.5 V,,, where there was no buffet, the upper winglet had no 
separated flow (see Figure 53) although the flow on the lower winglet was about 70-percent 
separated. As the flight speed was reduced, flow separation migrated from the lower winglet in- 
to the root region of the upper winglet; the flow separation on the upper winglet got pro- 
gressively worse until at 1.2 V,,, an unacceptable buffet was felt in the cockpit. The buffet was 
characterized by a strong vertical bounce component which, according to the pilot, would make 
the airplane uncertifiable. The extent of the flow separation at 1.2 V,,, is shown in the 
photographs of Figures 54 and 55. The flow patterns shown are similar to those obtained in the 
wind tunnel tests, except that the separation occurred in the wind tunnel at higher lift coeffi- 
cients. 
CONFIGURATION 
. BASIC UPPER WI NGLET WITH 
LOWER WINGLET 
. NO LEADING-EDGE DEVICE 
. 6, = 15 DEG 
. 6, = TAKEOFF 
WINGLET FLOW ATTACHED 
NO BUFFET 
FIGURE 53. WINGLET FLOW IN LOW-SPEED FLIGHT - INBOARD (SUCTION) SIDE, 
CL = 0.96, V/V 
SMIN 
= 1.5 
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CONFIGURATION 
l BASIC UPPER WINGLET WITH 
LOWER WINGLET 
0 NO LEADING-EDGE DEVICE 
l 6, = 15 DEG 
a 6, = TAKEOFF 
WINGLET FLOW SEPARATED. 
SEPARATION CARRIES OVER TO 
WING TIP - MODERATE BUFFET 
FIGURE 54. WINGLET FLOW IN:02W SPEED FLIGHT - INBOARD (SUCTION) SIDE, 
c, = 1.5, v/v 
‘MIN ’ 
As a result of the findings from this flight, an extensive effort was undertaken to find a con- 
figuration with acceptable buffet characteristics. Since characteristics of buffet and flow separa- 
tion did not appear to depend on the configuration of flaps and slats, the investigation was 
restricted mainly to the configuration having 15-degree flaps and slats extended in the takeoff 
position. 
Figure 56 provides a summary of the configurations for which buffet and flow separation 
were observed. The first two rows on the chart provide pilot’s comments on the buffet levels for 
the speed conditions corresponding to an all-engine takeoff (1.35 VMIN) and an engine-out takeoff 
(1.2 VMu.J. The third row provides the pilot’s comments regarding the presence of the objec- 
tionable vertical bounce component in the buffet. The fourth row presents sketches of the flow 
visualization observed on the suction side of the upper and lower winglets at the 1.2 V,,, condi- 
tion. The last row of the chart presents the peak-to-peak acceleration measured at the pilot’s 
seat for each of the configurations. The consensus on the meaning of these measurements and 
their correlation with the flight experience was used to develop criteria for acceptability which is 
summarized in Figure 57. The instrumentation system has an approximate 0.03g peak-to-peak 
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CONFIGURATION 
. BASICUPPER WINGLET 
WITH LOWER WINGLET 
. 6F = 15DEG 
. NO LEADING EDGE = TAKEOFF 
DEVICE . 6s 
UPPER WINGLET ATTACHED, 
LOWER WINGLET SEPARATED - 
MODERATE BUFFET 
FIGURE 55. WINGLET FLOW IN LOW SPEED FLIGHT - OUTBOARD (PRESSURE) SIDE, 
c, = 1.5, V/VSMIN = 1.2 
noise level. Evaluation of the aircraft buffet characteristics without winglets indicated that they 
were in the normal range. The range of potentially acceptable configurations is from 0.03 to 
0.06g depending on buffet intensity changes caused by small angle-of-attack changes and on 
changes with normal maneuvering. The closer to 0.03, the higher the confidence level of accept- 
ability. The presence of a pronounced vertical bounce component was deemed unacceptable. 
The first attempt to eliminate the buffet problem was to install the Krueger flap that had 
been fabricated as a result of the wind tunnel findings. As can be seen from Figure 56 for Con- 
figuration 2, the character of the flow was significantly different, but the buffet character re- 
mained unchanged. Next, the lower winglet was removed because it was clear from the flow 
visualization that the separated flow wake from the lower winglet was migrating into the root 
section of the upper winglet. With this configuration (Number 31, the buffet onset was delayed to 
a higher lift coeficient, but the level of buffet at 1.2 V,,, was basically unchanged. 
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CHARACTERISTICS - BASIC WINGLET 
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FIGURE 57. WINGLET LOWSPEED BUFFET - ACCEPTABILITY CRITERIA 
At this point it appeared that the problem was being controlled by the root and that the 
separated flow was washing out onto the wing thus contributing to the vertical bounce compo- 
nent. In order to relieve the root loading and to generate some vortex flow to help clean up the 
separation, a highly swept dorsal (denoted as Vortilet 11 was added to the unprotected root 
region (Configuration 41. The buffet levels, as well as the amount of separated flow, were re- 
duced but the configuration was still unacceptable. 
Recognizing the importance of the root region, it was decided to remove the vortilet and ex- 
tend the leading edge device down to the wing. This resulted in an acceptable configuration 
(Number 6). The flow was basically attached except for the small region at the tip which was not 
protected since the Krueger was not full span. The buffet intensity was significantly reduced, 
with the vertical bounce component barely perceptible. Figure 58 presents the effect of the 
Krueger flap on the section loading at 57 percent of the winglet span. It shows that without the 
Krueger there was separated flow over most of the chord, but with the Krueger there was 
essentially no separation. From the winglet section lift it is clear that the Krueger flap allows the 
winglet to continue to load up as the airplane lift increases to the V, condition. Analysis of the 
other section data yields similar results. 
Because the presence of the lower winglet is important from cruise performance considera- 
tions, it was reinstalled and the resulting configuration (Number 71 tested. The problem of the 
migration of the separated flow on the lower winglet into the upper winglet root region ap- 
parently reoccurred because this configuration proved unacceptable. 
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FIGURE 58. EFFECT OF WINGLET KRUEGER FLAP ON WINGLET SECTION LOADING (Q = 57%) 
Both the Krueger flap and lower winglet were removed for a cruise flight and the buffet 
characteristics evaluated. The final analysis of the buffet for this configuration (Number 91 
showed it to be acceptable, but the flow on the winglet was still separated over 75 percent of the 
span. This separation was shown to result in a significant reduction in the drag improvement due 
to the winglet. 
In order to evaluate further the potential for an acceptable configuration without a leading 
edge device, an alternate planform with modified airfoil leading edges was evaluated. The airfoil 
modification was developed analytically and the airfoil/planform change was evaluated in a con- 
current Douglas low Reynolds number wind tunnel test on another transport configuration. The 
results indicated that the winglet remained separation-free down to the wing stall and thus was 
a good candidate for flight evaluation. As shown earlier in Figure 56, three variations of this con- 
figuration were evaluated. The highly swept dorsal effected an attached flow area’inboard with 
significant spanwise flow but the flow on the outboard panel remained separated. Installing the 
leading edge device on the outboard panel with the original airfoil shape prevented the flow from 
separating outboard but resulted in a very complicated three-dimensional flow pattern inboard 
with significant areas of local flow separation. With the gradients relieved in one area degraded 
flow resulted in another area. None of the three configuration variations evaluated produced an 
acceptable configuration. 
In summary, of all the basic winglet configurations evaluated for low-speed buffet 
characteristics, two (Numbers 6 and 91 were considered to be acceptable. Both had the lower 
winglet removed and one had a Krueger leading edge device extended to the winglet root on the 
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upper winglet. The implications of the lower winglet removal on high- and low-speed perform- 
ance benefits for winglets will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
Low-Speed Drag - Although the primary emphasis for the application of winglets has been 
the reduction of cruise drag, a substantial drag reduction in takeoff and approach has also been 
found through analytical estimates and wind tunnel investigations (Reference 31. Figure 59 
shows the low-speed drag improvement of the flight-tested BWL having an extended Krueger 
leading edge flap and no lower winglet (Configuration 61. The figure includes the drag reduction 
for the winglet aircraft relative to the baseline for two representative takeoff flap settings com- 
pared with values obtained from wind tunnel investigations (Reference 4). It should be noted 
that while the flight-tested drag increment for the 15-degrees flap deflection was obtained by 
direct comparison with the baseline aircraft, no baseline data were collected for a similar com- 
parison at the zero-degree flap setting. Therefore, a baseline zero-degree-flap drag level was 
developed by adjusting the existing DC-10 performance manual drag polar by the variation be- 
tween the manual level and measured drag values obtained during the baseline test phase for the 
15-degrees flap setting. 
+ FLIGHT TEST DATA CONFIGURATION 6: LOWER WINGLET 
OFF, EXTENDED LEADING EDGE DEVICE ON 
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FIGURE 59. .LOW SPEEiDRAd IilPROVEMENT - BASIC WINGLiT 
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FIGURE 60. EFFECT OF WINGLET ON MINIMUM STALL SPEED 
The fairing through the flight test data points represents the difference between fairings of 
the winglet and baseline drag polars. At the lift coefficient representative of engine-out climb 
speed (V,), the winglet drag improvement is 5.7 percent at both zero- and 15-degrees flap deflec- 
tion. These values equal or exceed pretest estimates based on wind tunnel data. It should be 
noted that the wind tunnel data given include the effect of the lower winglet. However, the wind 
tunnel investigation indicated a drag penalty for the leading edge device whereas in flight the 
leading edge device effected a marked improvement in the flow separation characteristics of the 
upper winglet. 
Stall Speeds and Characteristics - Stall speeds were determined for three flap settings 
during both the baseline and winglet test program phases. The minimum stall speeds were 
determined by performing a series of stalls at different deceleration rates and interpolating to 
determine the minimum speed with a 0.51 m/s2 (1.0 kt/secl deceleration (FAA requirement). A 
comparison of the incremental VMIN stall speeds between the BWL-equipped and baseline air- 
craft is presented in Figure 60. Also shown are speed increments based on maximum lift coeffi- 
cients obtained during wind tunnel studies (Reference 41. The wind tunnel increments corres- 
pond to lg stall speeds since deceleration cannot be simulated in the wind tunnel. It is evident 
from the figure data that the aircraft stall speeds are essentially unaffected by the presence of 
winglets, and that these results are in excellent agreement with the wind tunnel results. It is 
concluded - on the basis of this correlation for the basic winglet and on wind tunnel results for 
the reduced-span winglet - that the reduced-span configuration similarly would not affect stall 
speeds. 
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Stall characteristic tests were conducted on the aircraft with the basic winglets installed. 
Stall characteristics were examined at an aft cg in the following flap/slat configurations: 
O/Retract, O/Takeoff, 15/Takeoff, 22ITakeoff, and 50/Landing with the landing gear extended. 
All stalls were accomplished in straight flight with symmetric idle power. The entry rates during 
these tests varied between 0.26 m/s2 (0.5 kt/secl and 1.0 m/s2 (2.0 kt/sec). 
Positive and adequate control about all axes was maintained up to the stall and through the 
recovery from the stall. No unsatisfactory characteristics were recorded or reported by the 
flight crew. 
Cruise Performance - The cruise performance improvement was determined from both the 
measured drag coefficient as determined from engine fan speed (Nil and from range factor as 
determined from aircraft weight, speed, and measured fuel flow. In order to evaluate the range 
factor, an engine fuel flow analysis was required to determine if any engine deterioration oc- 
curred during the test program of nearly 200 flight hours. Only small adjustments were found to 
be necessary. 
Figure 61 shows the correlation of the cruise performance benefit as measured by drag coef- 
ficient (determined from N,) and by range factor with the BWL and RSWL. These data are for a 
Mach number range from 0.8 to 0.85. Excellent correlation is seen. For this report, the cruise 
performance benefit for winglets is presented as incremental drag coefficient relative to the 
baseline aircraft without winglets. However, it can be concluded that these benefits are 
synonymous with either a drag or range factor measurement. 
All commercial transports step-climb by cruising at constant altitudes and then stepping to 
higher altitudes as fuel is burned off in order to operate near the maximum lift-to-drag ratio. As 
such, they have to operate over a range of lift coefficients. For the Series 10 intermediate range 
version of the DC-lo, typical cruise lift coefficients vary from about 0.42 to 0.5 with 0.47 being a 
representative average. Normal cruise Mach number is from 0.82 to 0.83. The test aircraft was 
flown over a W/d and Mach number range in order to adequately define its characteristics over 
this envelope. In addition, since the winglet is a device to improve the induced drag, an incom- 
pressible drag polar was also flown (0.5 < M < 0.651 for the baseline and each winglet configura- 
tion that was tested for cruise performance. This was done in order to determine whether the 
winglet would exhibit any compressibility effects. 
Figure 62 summarizes the cruise drag improvement for the basic winglet, giving the percent 
drag improvement relative to the baseline airplane without winglets. Since the lower winglet 
was shown to be a major contributor to the low-speed buffet in the takeoff configuration, and 
was found in wind tunnel tests to reduce cruise drag 0.5 percent, it was removed to evaluate its 
effect on the cruise performance. The figure shows the measured drag improvement with and 
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FIGURE 61. CORRELATION OF MEASURED RANGE FACTOR AND DRAG IMPROVEMENTS 
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FIGURE 62. CRUISE DRAG IMPROVEMENT -BASIC WINGLET 
without the lower winglet installed. Also shown is the wind tunnel prediction based on 
Reference 2 but adjusted for wing aeroelastic effects. It should also be noted that the analytical 
prediction using a nonplanar vortex lattice method is also in good agreement with the wind tun- 
nel prediction. 
With the lower winglet installed (left side of Figure 621, the flight-measured level was about 
0.4 percent less than the prediction at the highest lift coefficient of DC-10 Series 10 operation (C, 
= 0.5). At lower lift coefficients the discrepancy was greater suggesting a significant parasite 
drag penalty at zero lift. At C, = 0.47, which is an average cruise condition for the DC-10 Series 
10, the measured improvement was 2.5 percent compared to a predicted 3.4 percent (75 percent 
of prediction). The data for the lower winglet installed would also suggest that whatever is caus- 
ing the shortfall is probably not related to compressibility effects because the compressible and 
incompressible data are in good agreement. Results with the lower winglet removed, however, 
suggest that this conclusion may be fortuitous. 
The effect of removing the lower winglet is illustrated on the right side of Figure 62. At in- 
compressible Mach numbers, the improvement is about the same as with the lower winglet in- 
stalled, but at cruise Mach numbers there appears to be a significant compressibility penalty and 
at C, = 0.47 the improvement is reduced to 1.5 percent. The benefit of the lower winglet 
measured in the wind tunnel was about 0.5 percent (also in agreement with vortex lattice cal- 
culations). The flight data suggest that this benefit is considerably larger (1 percent at C, = 0.47, 
M = 0.82) and is related to compressibility effects. 
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Figures 63 through 65 present tuft photographs at cruise conditions (M = 0.82) for the suc- 
tion surface (inboard) and pressure surface (outboard) of the upper winglet and the suction sur- 
face (outboard) of the lower winglet. The flow quality was excellent with no indications of large 
spanwiseflow areas or areas of flow separation. 
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FIGURE 63. UPPER WINGLET FLOW IN CRUISE FLIGHT - INBOARO (SUCTION) SIDE 
To try to explain the apparent performance shortfall at the lower lift coefficients, the effects 
of the winglets on wing deflection and twist were examined. Before the flight tests, the wing 
twist was estimated for M = 0.82 and C, = 0.45. The calculations showed the twist increased 
from zero degrees at about the wing Yehudi break to about 0.35 degree at the wingtip. Vortex 
lattice calculations showed this amount of twist would increase the induced drag of the airplane 
by about 0.4 percent. The dashed line of Figure 62, labeled wind tunnel prediction, incorporates 
CONFIGURATION 
BASIC UPPER WINGLET WITH 
LOWER WINGLET 
FIGURE 64. UPPER WINGLET FLOW IN CRUISE FLIGHT - OUTBOARD (PRESSURE) SIDE, 
M = 0.82 
this adjustment, i.e, the rigid-wing wind tunnel improvement was reduced by 0.4 percent at all 
lift coefficients. For the evaluation aircraft, wing bending and twist deflection were estimated* 
in order to determine the incremental wing twist resulting from the winglets. It was concluded 
that the derived wing deflections were in reasonable agreement with the preflight estimate. 
Further, these data were evaluated over a lift coefficient range from 0.3 to 0.5 at incompressible 
Mach numbers and C, from 0.4 to 0.5 at compressible Mach numbers. The winglets were found 
to have essentially the same incremental twist independent of lift coefficient or Mach number. 
This would seem to rule out aeroelastic effects as a contributor to the shortfall or trend with lift 
coefficient. 
*Although instrumentation had been provided for the photographic recording of wing deflections, the flight-measured data 
contained anomalies. The estimations referred to were therefore made using other data from the flight program, namely information 
from the performance flights and loads programs. After the flight program was completed, a test of the camera and wing target 
system was conducted on a DC-10 on the ground. The test was run because it had been suggested that fuselage pressurization could 
have caused the cabin window used for camera observation to act as a distorting lens. The results of the test confirmed the sugges- 
tion, and it is therefore concluded that the flight camera records are unusable. 
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FIGURE 65. LOWER WINGLET FLOW IN CRUISE FLIGHT - OUTBOARD (SUCTION) SIDE 
Figure 66 shows the measured pressure distribution at three winglet stations for 0.82 Mach 
number and 0.5 lift coefficient with the lower winglet on. It can be seen that a significant leading 
edge suction peak is present resulting in a fairly strong shock wave, particularly on the winglet 
outer span. While the pressure distribution at the 12.5-percent station is in reasonably good 
agreement with the wind tunnel measurements, at the 80-percent station the shock. appears to 
be significantly stronger, both in peak Mach number and in the magnitude of the compression. 
These stronger shocks may be adversely affecting cruise performance of the winglet. However, 
referring to Figure 62, this is the very condition where the measured benefit is closest to the 
prediction. Clearly, there may be compensating effects in the nature of the improvement 
characteristics, e.g., shock losses being offset by the induced drag improvement due to the 
higher winglet loading. 
The trailing edge recompressions do not indicate a flow separation except possibly at the 95- 
percent span station where the trailing edge does not recompress as well as at the other stations. 
There was no evidence of flow separation from the in-flight cruise tuft surveys. 
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FIGURE 66. BASIC WNGLET PRESSURE OISTRIBUTION AT CRUISE 
Figures 67 through 69 show the variations of winglet pressure distibutions with lift coeffi- 
cient for winglet spanwise stations of 12.5, 80.0, and 95.0 percent. The stronger shock wave on 
the outer panel is also evident at the lower lift coefficients: however, it does not appear to be any 
stronger relative.to the wind tunnel value than was measured at higher lift coefficients. These 
results suggest that at least part of the performance shortfall may be related to compressibility 
effects but that the trend with lift coefficient is not. 
The upper winglet pressure distributions with the lower winglet off are compared in Figure 
70 to those with the lower winglet on. These pressures suggest that the additional penalty due to 
the removal of the lower winglet relative to the estimate may be caused by shock losses on the 
inboard upper surface of the upper winglet. The pressures are only slightly affected outboard 
but the suction peaks are increased and the shock strengths increase accordingly inboard. 
Figure 70 shows that the effect is nearly all related to the upper winglet loading as the pressure 
distribution on the wing tip seems minimally affected by the absence of the lower winglet. 
The winglet span loads and normal force coefficients are shown in Figures 71 and 72, respec- 
tively. While there may be differences in the peak suction pressures from wind tunnel to flight, 
the span loads and normal force coefficients show excellent agreement with the wind tunnel- 
measured values, both in the level and the variation with airplane lift coefficient. In other words, 
the winglet was loading in flight the way the wind tunnel results had predicted it would. 
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Figure 73 compares the flight and wind tunnel measurements of wing-tip section load. AS 
before, excellent agreement is seen with the wind tunnel-measured values. 
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In summary, analysis of the cruise data for the basic winglet indicate that at typical cruise 
conditions the demonstrated performance benefit was about 75 percent of the improvement 
predicted analytically and from wind tunnel results. Analysis of the data does not provide a clear 
insight for the shortfall, although some of it may be related to compressibility effects on the 
winglet. 
Cruise Buffet - For the DC-lo, the buffet boundary is defined by an intensity of 0.2g peak- 
to-peak normal acceleration at the airplane center of gravity. For Ship 101, normal accelerations 
were measured during wind-up turns to establish the buffet intensity. These were measured 
over a Mach number range of from 0.75 to 0.83 for both the baseline aircraft and BWL Configura- 
tion 1. The results of these tests are summarized in Figure 74 as incremental buffet lift coeffi- 
cients from the baseline airplane for peak-to-peak accelerations of 0.1,0.15, and 0.2g. 
The winglet results fell within the scatterband -of the baseline aircraft and it was concluded 
that the winglet has little or no effect on the buffet boundary. In fact, for the 0.2g peak-to-peak 
level (the value used for FAA certification), the data would indicate a slight improvement with 
the winglet although there are not enough data to substantiate this. These results are in agree- 
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FIGURE 74. EFFECT OF BASIC WINGLET ON HIGH-SPEED BUFFET BOUNDARY 
ment with the wind tunnel results (Reference 4). The wind tunnel data showed.that high-speed 
buffet onset is controlled by flow separation on the wing which was not changed by the presence 
of the winglets. Pressure measurements and flow visualization indicated that the winglet flow 
was still attached at buffet conditions where the wing outer panel was experiencing flow separa- 
tion. The flight results, showing essentially no winglet effect, tend to confirm these findings. 
Since the BWL had no significant effect on the high-speed buffet boundary, it was concluded 
that the smaller RSWL would also have no effect. Therefore, no more buffet boundary tests 
were conducted in the program. 
Longitudinal Static Stability - Longitudinal static stability tests were conducted in the 
clean configuration (Number 9). The tests included cruise conditions at 4 572 m (15,000 ft.1 at V,, 
and at 10 668 m (35,000 ft) at M = 0.85, and a climb condition at 3 048 m (10,000 ft) at 648 km/h 
(350 kt), all flown at an aft center of gravity. 
Figure 75 presents control column force as a function of Mach number for the cruise condi- 
tion, trimmed at 10 688 m (35,000 ft) and M = 0.85, and as a function of equivalent airspeed for 
the climb condition, trimmed at 3 048 m (10,000 ft) and an airspeed of 648 km/h (350 kt). Shown 
are both the winglet flight data and calculated results for the baseline DC-10 Series 10 with no 
winglets. For both the cruise and climb cases, the data show that, with winglets on, a higher con- 
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trol pull was required to reduce either the Mach number or equivalent airspeed (that is, to in- 
crease angle of attack) than with winglets off. This indicates a higher level of static longitudinal 
stability with winglets on. This increased stability was to be expected because the additional lift 
produced near the wing tip by the winglets acts aft of the cg and provides an airplane-nose-down 
moment. 
Figure 75 also shows longitudinal static stability for a climb condition. The winglet flight 
test data are compared with a calculated case for the baseline, and the winglet data again.show a 
higher level of static stability. 
Longitudinal Manuevering Stability - Longitudinal maneuvering stability tests were con- 
ducted in the cruise configuration at 11 247 m (36,900 ft) and M = 0.82, and in the landing con- 
figuration at 1.4 V,,,, both at aft centers of gravity. The results are presented in Figure 76. 
The high-altitude cruise case shows good agreement between the flight test data and the 
calculated case for the baseline DC-10 Series 10 without winglets. The control column position 
data do not agree with the calculated curve, but the shape of the curve looks correct and the er- 
ror probably is the result of an instrumentation problem. The low-speed landing-configuration 
longitudinal-maneuvering-stability case shows excellent agreement between the flight test data 
and the calculated case for the baseline DC-10 Series 10. 
For the flight tests, the cruise load factor was restricted to 1.6 and the landing load factor to 
1.3. The maximum load factors attained in the tests were 1.46 and 1.26, respectively. 
Longitudinal Trim Characteristics - Figure 77 shows the stabilizer incidence required to 
trim the aircraft in cruise at 7 620 m (25,000 ft) for center of gravity locations from 10.5 to 30.7 
percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. The two sets of symbols identify the baseline and 
winglet flight data obtained with the center of gravity at 24.5 percent. The correlation between 
the estimated values and the flight test results is very good, and the winglet data show no 
significant change from the baseline trim levels. 
Static Directional Stability - The flight test results were in good agreement with 
calculated values and showed that the winglets had no effect on static directional stability. 
The static directional stability data for the three test configurations - baseline, basic 
winglet, and reduced-span winglet - are compared in Figures 78 and 79, which show the 
amount of rudder and aileron control wheel deflection needed to maintain a steady aircraft 
heading at a given sideslip angle. The symbols represent the flight data and the lines the values 
predicted from previous DC-10 Series 10 data. The flight tests were made in a takeoff configura- 
tion (dF = O/TO) and a landing configuration (dF = 50/LND), at 1.2 V,,, and 1.4 V,,, for each 
configuration. The results shown are for the 1.4 V,,, condition. Although the variation of con- 
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trol wheel deflection, particularly for the landing case, is not as linear as had been predicted, the 
correlation with the predicted values was good. The winglets are seen to have no noticeable ef- 
fect on static direction stability. 
Dynamic Lateral Stability (Dutch Roll) - Investigations were conducted at three cruise 
conditions: M = 0.70 at 6 096 m (20,000 ft), M = 0.80 at 9 144 m (30,000 ft), and M = 0.82 at 
10 668 m (35,000 ft). In each case, with the yaw dampers off the time to damp to half amplitude 
was less than the calculated value for the basic DC-10 Series 10, indicating that the dutch roll 
damping was greater than for the basic aircraft. 
Dutch roll tests were also conducted in the landing configuration (6, = 50/LND) at 1.2 VMIIN 
and 1.4 V,,,. The time to damp to half amplitude was greater than the calculated basic DC-10 
Series 10 values, indicating that the dutch roll damping was less than the calculated basic DC-10 
Series 10 values. 
Loads Measurement - The results indicated that: 
a The measured winglet normal force levels were approximately at the expected levels. 
l The variation of winglet normal force coefficient with aircraft angle of attack was in 
agreement with prediction. 
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0 The effects of aeroelasticity were clearly evident. The 1.6g maneuvers produced lower 
normal force coefficients (for a given angle of attack) than lg level flight. Also, the rate 
of change with angle of attack was less at the higher g level. This aeroelastic effect was 
accounted for in the loads analysis. 
l Comparison of the uncalibrated wing strain gauge data with baseline data confirms the 
general levels of incremental bending associated with the addition of winglets. The 
horizontal bending effect resulting from the inboard acting winglet load and wing 
sweepback is also evident. 
a For most flights the instrumented outboard aileron was rigged as received from the 
airline, approximately 1.75 degrees trailing edge up from the nominal (zero-degree) 
position. As a result, the loads measured at the outboard hinge support bracket were 
substantially lower than predicted. However, for one flight of the later RSWL phase, 
in which the ailerons were rigged 3 degrees trailing edge down, the loads measured 
were closer to the predicted levels. 
Reduced-Span Winglet Phase 
Flight Test Program - The planned objectives for the RSWL phase were met. Adjust- 
ments to the test details were made, considering the effects of the insertion into the test pro- 
gram of the development activities and the good quality of the data in the BWL phase. 
The following deletions were made: 
l The flutter envelope expansion, since the BWL tests provided a sound foundation for 
understanding flutter characteristics. 
l The cruise matrix was reduced from 25 to 19 points. 
The following contingency tests were not performed since no significant winglet influence 
was detected during the BWL tests: 
0 Stall speeds and characteristics 
l Buffet boundary 
Added to the original test plan was the cruise and low-speed buffet investigation conducted 
during the final flight where symmetrically drooped (3 degrees trailing edge down) outboard 
ailerons were employed to investigate the effect of an increase in the wing tip/winglet loading on 
cruise performance. 
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All the configurations tested are described in Figure 80. As in the BWL phase, a leading 
device was tested at low speed. However, configurations without a leading edge device were 
tested both in the low-speed and high-speed regimes. The features of the configurations of the 
figure, which are also illustrated by the photographs of Figure 81, are as follows: 
l Configuration 13: Upper Krueger flap extended root to tip, no lower winglet. The ex- 
tent of this flap is shown in Figure 82, together with features of the later Configuration 
17. 
0 Configuration 14: Upper winglet only 
. Configuration 15: Configuration 14 with lower winglet 
. Configuration 16: Configuration 13 with lower winglet 
0 Configuration 17: Configuration 13 with modified (extended chord) lower winglet. This 
winglet had a chord extension of 80 percent of the local chord of the basic original lower 
winglet. The leading edge shape of the original lower winglet was maintained forward 
of the front spar. Aft of the front spar, the airfoil shapes were composed of straight 
line segments. The resulting airfoil physical thickness was the same as the original 
lower winglet. The modified winglet was also fitted with a simple sealed Krueger flap 
that was constructed of sheet metal and which had a tapered circular cross section at- 
tached to its leading edge. This flap, together with the extended-chord lower winglet, 
is shown in Figure 82. The flap was 15 percent of the basic (unextended) lower winglet 
chord in length and the radius of the leading edge bulb was 5 percent of the basic 
winglet chord. 
0 Configuration 18: Configuration 17 without leading edge devices. 
l Configuration 19: Configuration 18 with the outboard ailerons drooped 3 degrees 
(measured in the streamwise direction) from the basic rigged position. 
During the description of the BWL development configurations, it was noted that the evolu- 
tion of a satisfactory winglet should balance or resolve the apparently opposing requirements for 
and against the lower winglet. On the one hand, the lower winglet improved cruise performance; 
on the other, it adversely contributed to the low-speed buffet. An attempt to resolve this opposi- 
tion led to the extended-chord lower winglet, whose design was aided by NASA Langley in- 
vestigators. It was reasoned that such a chord extension would reduce the local section lift coeffi- 
cients on the lower winglet and thus delay flow separation on the lower winglet to a higher level 
of airplane lift coefficient. However, there was concern over the potential degradation of cruise 
performance since during the wind tunnel tests (Reference 2), overlap of the lower and upper 
winglet was identified as a potential problem area. Therefore, a number of tests were made with 
this configuration in various forms. 
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FIGURE 80. CONFIGURATION IDENTIFICATION FOR REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET FLIGHT PROGRAM 
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FIGURE 81. REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET CONFIGURATIONS 
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AND EXTENDED-CHORD LOWER WINGLET 
Low-Speed Buffet - Figure 83 summarizes the low-speed buffet evaluation for the RSWL. 
Configuration 13, the first tested, was directly related to the most promising configuration from 
the BWL low-speed buffet and performance evaluation. The Krueger flap covering the whole 
span was installed on the upper winglet, and the lower winglet was removed. Like the BWL, this 
configuration exhibited acceptable buffet characteristics. 
Since removing the Krueger flap on the BWL resulted in buffet characteristics which were 
also acceptable even though there was extensive flow separation, a similar configuration 
(Number 14) was next tested. Acceptable buffet characteristics were achieved, but again the 
flow on the winglet was about 75-percent separated, which would adversely affect the drag im- 
provement. At this point it was decided to obtain a low-speed drag polar on this configuration in 
order to determine the performance penalty associated with the rather significant area of flow 
separation. 
During the flight jn which cruise data were gathered for the configuration with the upper 
and lower winglets installed (Configuration 151, the low-speed buffet was also evaluated. De- 
tailed analysis of the data for this configuration indicated that it had acceptable buffet 
characteristics. 
CONFIGURATION 
NUMBER 
CONFIGURATION 
DESCRIPTION 
FLIGHT 
13 
UPPER WL AND 
FCK EXT 
A-50 
6F - 15 DEGREES 
14 15 
UPPER WL UPPER WL WITH 
LOWER WL 
A-52 A-54 
% 
- TAKEOFF 
16 
UPPER WL WITH 
FCK EXT AND 
LOWER WL 
A-57 
17 18 19 
UPPER WL WITH UPPER WL AND 
FCK EXT AND LOWER EXT WL 
LOWER EXT UPPER WL AND AND DROOPED 
WL WITH FCK LOWER EXT WL AILERON 
A-58 A-59 A-61 
BUFFET 
AT 
1.35 v,,, 
NONE NONE PERCEPTIBLE LIGHT NONE VERY LIGHT PERCEPTIBLE 
BUFFET 
AT 
1.20 VnAiN 
PERCEPTIBLE LIGHT LIGHT MODERATE 
BARELY 
PERCEPTIBLE 
LIGHT LIGHT 
VERTICAL 
BOUNCE 
AT 
1.20 VNllN 
WING FLOW 
VISUALIZATION ATTACHED 
WINGLET FLOW 
VISUALIZATION 
l.20AGMlN 
NO CHASE 
PI LOT SEAT 
ACCELERATION 
AT V - 1.20 VU,,,, 
(PEAK-TO-PEAK) 
0.03 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.05 0.06 
ATTACHED 
STREAM WISE 
FLOW 
SPANWISE 
FLOW 
FLOW VISUALIZATION SHOWN ON THE INBOARD SURFACE OF UPPER 
WINGLET AND OUTBOARD SURFACE OF LOWER WINGLET 
FIGURE 83. SUMMARY OF LOW-SPEED BUFFET CHARACTERISTICS - REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
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O- 
. 
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FIGURE 84. BUFFET RESPONSE ACCELERATION POWER SPECTRA 
At this point it was clear that the lower aspect ratio of the RSWL or its structural response 
to the separated flow was having a significantly favorable effect on low-speed buffet 
characteristics. 
Structural responses during buffet were measured with the accelerometers located at 
selected stations on the aircraft. These data were used to generate power spectral densities 
(PSDs) showing vibratory power as a function of the buffet frequency. 
Figure 84 presents a comparison of buffet response data for the BWL and RSWL configura- 
tions. Acceleration power spectra and RMS values are shown for winglet-normal and cockpit- 
normal response parameters. These data show that the PSD levels with the RSWL are signifi- 
cantly lower than those with the BWL. The winglet and cockpit RMS values for the RSWL 7 are 
approximately half those for the BWL. 
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The winglet-normal PSD data for the BWL shows a dominant peak at 8 Hz, the first bending 
frequency of the winglet. The corresponding cockpit PSD data show a small peak at 8 Hz with 
higher peaks at several other frequencies. This indicates that the cockpit response is the result 
of several structural modes being excited, most probably by the aerodynamic forcing function 
due to flow separation. However, no correlation appears obvious between the shape of the ac- 
celeration power spectrum and the size of the winglet or the degree of separation. 
The remaining configurations evaluated (15 through 191 were aimed at finding the best 
overall configuration from the standpoints of buffet, low-speed drag improvement, and cruise 
drag improvement. All except Configuration 16 were acceptable from a buffet standpoint. 
Configuration 17 was a modification of Configuration 16 employing an extended-chord lower 
winglet with a Krueger flap leading edge device. The leading edge device did not prevent flow 
separation on the lower winglet at V, conditions: however, the flow on the leading edge device 
itself stayed attached thus providing significant leading edge suction. In addition, the flow 
mechanism was different from the configuration without the lower winglet leading edge device 
in that the wake from the separated flow did not go over the wing. 
The performance aspects of these configurations will be discussed in subsequent sections. Low-Speed Drag  D ta were obtained for Configuration 13 (extended upper leading edge 
devices, no lower winglet), Configuration 14 (Configuration 13 ‘with no leading edge devices), 
and Configuration 17 (Configuration 13 with extended-chord lower winglet and leading edge 
devices on both winglets). 
The low-speed drag improvement is shown in Figure 85 for all three configurations at the 
15-degree flap setting. The left side of this figure indicates the drag improvement for the RSWL 
without the lower winglets installed, and provides comparison with the BWL performance. The 
RSWL drag improvement (with leading edge device) is approximately 80 percent of the BWL 
(with leading edge device). The figure also shows that the removal of the upper winglet leading 
edge device resulted in more than a 50-percent loss in performance improvement (from 4.4 per- 
cent to 2.1 percent) at V, conditions. The reason for this performance loss is the significant 
amount of flow separation observed during the flow visualization flight on the inboard surface of 
the upper winglet. Wind tunnel results have also indicated a loss in performance improvement 
when the winglet inner surface has significant amounts of flow separation. The right side of 
Figure 85 indicates that the lower winglet has favorable impact on low-speed drag improvement 
particularly at the higher lift coefficients. It shows an additional 1.5-percent improvement at V, 
conditions, even though the lower winglet was completely separated for this condition. The 
resulting low-speed drag improvement at V, for the RSWL with the lower winglet is 5.9 percent. 
This more than equals the value of 5.7 percent obtained for the BWL without the lower winglet. 
While no BWL configuration had acceptable buffet characteristics with the lower winglet in- 
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FIGURE 85. LOW SPEED DRAG IMPROVEMENT - REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
stalled, it can probably be concluded that a leading edge device on the lower winglet would have 
provided acceptable buffet characteristics and similar performance improvements as was 
measured on the RSWL. 
Cruise Performance - Figure 86 shows the cruise drag improvements for the RSWL, with 
and without the lower winglet installed (Configurations 15 and 14 respectively). While scatter in 
the flight test data is greater than in the BWL data, the characteristics of the performance 
benefits are similar. With the lower winglet installed, the incompressible and compressible data 
collapse to show the same improvement. At C, = 0.47, the improvement is about 2 percent. 
This is only 0.5 percent less than the BWL while the predicted difference was 1 percent. Since 
the RSWL was not wind tunnel-tested for high-speed characteristics, the dashed predicted line 
shown on the curve was determined by incrementing the BWL wind tunnel data (Reference 3) by 
a vortex lattice calculation using the computer code of Reference 6. The slope of the flight 
measured improvement with lift coefficient is closer to the prediction than that for the BWL. 
The RSWL pressure distributions in Figure 87 show that reducing the span of the winglet 
effectively eliminated the very high suction peaks (Mpeak = 1.5) that were occurring on the outer 
span of the BWL (see Figure 691, while essentially not affecting the area where the suction peaks 
were lower (Mpeak =: 1.3). Clearly, these results would indicate that the high suction peaks on the 
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FIGURE 86. CRUISE DRAG IMPROVEMENT - REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
outer span of the BWL are contributing to the failure to meetsthe full predicted performance 
benefit. This further suggests that the BWL performance could probably be improved by 
redesign. 
Figure 86 also shows a detrimental compressible effect due to removal of the lower winglet, 
an effect very similar to that obtained with the BWL (g 0.9 percent penalty). The removal of the 
lower winglet resulted in increased upper winglet loading and increased suction peaks, as was 
observed for the BWL (see Figure 70). It should also be pointed out that the spanwise extent of 
increased loading for the BWL was about the same physical length as the full span of the RSWL. 
During the design of the extended chord lower winglet that was tested at low speed (Con- 
figuration 171, there was some concern (from some of the data in Reference 3) that the overlap 
between lower and upper winglets could adversely affect the cruise performance. The cruise 
version of the configuration (Number 18) was therefore tested, and the results are summarized 
in Figure 88. 
The test points shown in the left-hand plot of Figure 88 give the deviation from the faired 
data for the basic-chord lower winglet (Configuration 15). An average of the test points indicates 
a slight penalty for the extended-chord lower winglet, although it is very difficult to discern 
small differences of this magnitude. There was no evidence of flow separation at cruise condi- 
tions on the lower winglet from the tuft survey. 
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FIGURE 88. EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION VARIABLES ON CRUISE DRAG IMPROVEMENT - 
REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET 
Analytical calculations using a vortex lattice computer code (Reference 61 had indicated that 
drooping of the outboard ailerons to load the outer wing and winglet could offer additional drag 
improvement of as much as 1 percent. On the last flight of the program, cruise performance was 
gathered for the extended-chord lower winglet configuration with the outboard ailerons drooped 
3 degrees (Configuration 191. The right side of Figure 89 shows the incremental drag improve- 
ment relative to the same configuration without the ailerons drooped. An average of the data 
show a l-percent improvement which is in very good agreement with the analytical estimate. 
Configuration 19 was the best for improving cruise drag. At C, = 0.47, the measured drag 
improvement was 2.8 percent. If, the extended-chord lower winglet, which showed a small pen- 
alty by itself, was replaced with the original lower winglet, a cruise speed configuration with a 
nominal improvement of about 3 percent would be expected. 
Figure 89 shows the effect of the aileron droop on the winglet and wing-tip pressure 
distributions. The pressures show that both the winglet and the wing tip are loaded higher with 
the aileron droop than without. The benefit is therefore due jointly to the additional winglet 
loading and wing span loading. The additional benefit is in good agreement with preflight 
estimates. 
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IMPACT OF FLIGHT EVALUATION RESULTS ON OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE 
The data obtained during the flight evaluation were used to estimate the configuration and 
performance effects on a derivative version of the existing DC-10 Series 10 transport. Only 
those configuration changes resulting directly from winglet test requirements were considered. 
The baseline DC-10 Series 10 selected for this evaluation features a 297.passenger interior 
(26 943.kg payload with maximum passenger and baggage load), has a maximum takeoff gross 
weight of 195 045 kg (430,000 lb), and is powered by three General Electric CF6-6D engines each 
rated at 117.9 kN (40,000 lb) sea level static thrust. 
The basic lower winglet shape, without chord extension, was employed. All winglet con- 
figurations had upper plus lower winglets with winglet leading edge devices deployed for takeoff 
and landing. The winglets used in the estimation were: 
. The basic winglet 
0 The reduced-span winglet 
. The reduced-span winglet with aileron droop 
The flight-measured loads were used to determine the increase in operator empty weight 
(AOEW) for the production installation of the winglets. These are summarized in Figure 90. 
The cruise and low-speed drag improvements were input into the aircraft performance com- 
puter codes as a function of lift coefficient. This allowed the aircraft performance to be re- 
optimized at a new lift coefficient for cruise and a new flap setting for takeoff. Where a single 
drag improvement value is quoted (as summarized in Figure 901, it should be noted that this is 
an average value at a typical operating condition. 
WINGLET 
WING 
BOX (BENDING) 
BOX (SHEAR) 
SLATS, FLAPS, 
Al LERON 
FLUTTER 
SYSTEMS 
TOTAL 
A OEW = kg (LB) 
REDUCED-SPAN 
REDUCED-SPAN WINGLET WITH 
BASIC WINGLET WINGLET AILERON DROOP 
382 (842) 321 (708) 321 (708) 
207 (457) a3 (183) 135 (298) 
10 (22) 1 (2) 2 (4) 
72 (159) 68 (128) 92 (203) 
635 (1.400) 136 (300) 136 (300) 
34 (75) 34 (75) 59 (130) 
1.340 (2.9561 633 (1,396) 745 (1,643) 
FIGURE 90. INCREASES IN OPERATOR’S EMPTY WEIGHT 
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The impact of the three winglet configurations on key operating conditions is summarized in 
Figure 91, with further details given in subsequent figures. At a range of 3 704 km (2,000 n mi), 
representative of typical Series 10 operation, the best winglet configuration results in a 2.7.per- 
cent fuel burn improvement. (This increases to 3 percent at maximum range.) At the maximum 
takeoff gross weight, the range is increased 113 km (61 n mi) and the field length is reduced 
162 m (530 ftl. 
DRAG AND WEIGHT CHANGES 
CRUISE DRAG IMPROVEMENT = PERCENT 
OPERATOR EMPTY WEIGHT = kg (LB) 
LOW SPEED DRAG IMPROVEMENT = 
PERCENT 
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE CHANGES 
FUEL BURNED = PERCENT 
AT 3,704 km (2,000 N MI) -1.6 -1.7 -2.7 
AT 6,112 km (3,300 N MI) -2.1 -2.0 -3.0 
RANGE = km IN MI) 
TAKEOFF FIELD LENGTH = m (FT) 
AT MTOGW 
BASIC 
WINGLET 
2.5 
1,340 (2,955) 
6.6 
-9 t-51 
-196 l-650) 
REDUCED-SPAN 
WINGLET 
2.0 
633 (1,396) 
5.6 
+59 (+32) 
-162 (-530) 
REDUCED-SPA1 
WINGLET PLU: 
AILERON DROC 
3.0 
745 ( 1,643) 
5.6 
+113 (+61) 
-162 l-530) 
MA‘ 
j 
)P 
1 
1 
FIGURE 91. EFFECT OF WINGLETS ON DC-10 SERIES 10 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
Figure 92 shows the payload range capability. The effect on range of the winglets is rela- 
tively small, varying from a loss of 9 km (5 n mil for the basic winglet to a gain of 113 km 
(61 n mi) for the reduced-span winglet with drooped ailerons, at maximum passenger and bag- 
gage payload. It can be seen that the OEW increase for the basic winglet more than offsets the 
drag improvement, resulting in a slight loss in range, whereas the reduced-span winglets re- 
quire about half the OEW increase of the basic winglet and therefore effect a range 
improvement. 
Figure 93 shows the takeoff field length envelope at sea level temperature of 29OC. At the 
maximum takeoff gross weight of 195 045 kg (430,000 lb), significant field length improvements 
are shown for both winglet configurations. Note that since the aircraft is engine-out climb 
limited (2.7% climb gradient required) at this condition, the improved lift-to-drag ratio at a 
given flap setting allows a higher flap setting while still meeting the required climb gradient. 
The flap setting increases from 9 degrees to 15 degrees, thus effecting a lower V, speed and a 
lower field length. 
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FIGURE 92. EFFECT OF WINGLET CONFIGURATIONS ON PAYLOAD RANGE 
Fuel burn improvement versus range is shown in Figure 94. The basic and reduced-span 
winglets show about the same improvement, nearly 2 percent. While the basic winglet drag 
improvement is higher than that for the reduced-span winglet, the higher AOEW almost 
negates the .added drag benefit. For only a small weight penalty, the drooped ailerons provided 
an additional l-percent reduction in fuel burned. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
A flight evaluation program was performed to determine the effects of winglets on a DC-10 air- 
craft. Two winglet spans (3.22 m and 2.13 m) were evaluated over the low-speed and high-speed 
flight envelope. Results derived from the comparison of the winglet and baseline (no winglet) 
phases of the flight test program lead to the following conclusions: 
1. At typical cruise operating conditions the drag reduction was 2.5 percent for the basic 
winglet and 2.0 percent for the reduced-span winglet. This was about three-fourths of 
the predicted level derived from the wind tunnel tests. 
2. Removal of the lower winglet significantly detracted from the cruise performance ben- 
efit, reducing the benefit by about 1 percent. 
3. Drooping the outboard ailerons 3 degrees resulted in an additional cruise drag reduc- 
tion of 1 percent (only tested on the reduced-span winglet). 
4. Flow separation was experienced on the winglets in the low-speed high-lift configura- 
tion resulting in aircraft buffet for some configurations. A winglet leading edge device 
eliminated the flow separation. 
5. For the basic winglet configurations evaluated, acceptable low-speed buffet/perform- 
ance characteristics were achieved with a leading edge device on the upper winglet 
and the lower winglet removed. The low-speed-drag reduction for this configuration 
was in excess of 5 percent, which was better than expected. 
6. For the reduced-span winglet, acceptable low-speed buffet characteristics were 
achieved with or without the winglet leading edge devices and with or without the 
lower winglet. The low-speed drag improvement was nearly 6 percent with the lead- 
ing edge devices installed. 
‘7. Removal of the leading edge devices and the lower winglet reduced the low-speed-drag 
improvement to 2 percent. 
8. Stability and control characteristics, minimum stall speeds, and the high-speed buffet 
boundary were basically unchanged by the winglets. 
9. Loads measurements were in good agreement with preflight estimates. 
10. The flutter test did not reveal any unforeseen behavior, and the data showed good 
agreement with the ground vibration test and analysis data. 
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11. Application of the reduced-span winglet with aileron droop to a production DC-10 Ser- 
ies 10 is estimated to yield the following at maximum range: 
0 3-percent reduction in fuel burned 
0 113 km (61 n mi) increase in range 
0 162 m (530 ft) reduction in takeoff field length 
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WAS 
NWBER HEAS 
210402 PRESS 
221008 POSIT 
221012 RATE 
221045 POSIT 
221059 POSIT 
221062 RATE 
221100 RAPE 
22llOY POSIT 
221361 POSIT 
222059 POSIT 
223009 POSIT 
223059 POSIT 
224059 POSIT 
270102 POSN 
270104 FORCE 
270301 KEN 
270303 FORCE 
270352 UISCR 
27O;rSl POSIT 
270600 POSIT 
270602 POSIT 
27C637 POSIT 
210609 POSIT 
270801 DISCR 
MEASOREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
CABIN PRESSURE 
LHIB ELEVATOR RAM PISTON POSITION 
PITCR RATE DERIVED (APCS IA) 
LHOB FLAP POSITION (AFCS-1) 
LHIB AILERON RAM PISTON POSITION 
ROLL RATE (AFCS 1A) 
YAW RATE (AFCS 1A) 
LOWER RUDDER RAM PISTON POSITION 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER POSITION AT/SC 
RHOB AILERON RAM PISTON POSITION 
RHIB ELEVATOR RAM PISTON POSITION 
RHIB AfLERON RAH PISTON POSITION 
LHOB AILERON RAM PISTON POSITION 
AILERON WHEEL POSITION 
AILERON WHEEL FORCE 
ELEVATOR COLUMN POSITION 
ELEVATOR COLUMN FORCE 
PIIDT'S STICK SHAKER 
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER POSITION 
LHOB SPOILER POSITION L5 
LUOB SPOILER POSITION L3 
RHOB SPOILER POSITIOY R3 
RHOB SPOILER POSITION RS 
SLATS EXTENDED TAKEOFF POSITION 
nEAs MEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
AFCS WC-1 
AFCS R/C-2 
3.15 
+-28DEG 
+-20DPS 
O-50 
+-2ODEG 
+-2ODPS 
+-ZODPS 
+-24DEG 
-5+ 15 
t2ODEG 
t-2 BDEG 
+-ZODEG 
+-ZODEG 
t-120 
t-50 
t-20 
t-100 
ON/OFF 
-2.15 
60/O 
60/O 
60/O 
60/O 
ON-OFF 
O.OlS/CT SUB PSIA 
.06DEG/CT PRI DEG 
.O!lDPS/CT SUB DPS 
.OSDEG/CT PRI DEG 
.OUDEG/CT PHI DEG 
.09DPS/CT SUB DPS 
.07DPS/CT SUB DPS 
.O5DEG/CT PHI D&G 
.OZDEG/CT PRI DEG 
.OUDEG/CT PRI DEG 
.OCDEG/C'f PRI DBG 
.OI(DEG/CT PRI DEG 
.OUDEG/CT PRI DEG 
0.25KT PRI DEG 
0.1 LB/CT PRI LBS 
O.OU/CT Phi DEG 
0.2lB/CT PRI LBS 
.02DEG/CT SUB DEG 
. lDEG/CT SUB 
.limn~ SUB 
. 1 DEG/CT SUB 
.lDEG/CT SUB 
ii 
HEAS 
NUMBER HEAS 
270603 DISCR 
271355 ANGLE 
272J55 ANGLE 
3uoo21 PRESS 
3uou51 SPEED 
3UOu52 SPEED 
340153 ANGLE 
340455 SPEED 
340456 SPEED 
34ioos PRESS 
3U1006 PRESS 
341150 TEt!P 
341151 TEMP 
341161 NACtJ 
3u116U ALTDE 
341166 ARSPD 
3UlU30 ATTIT 
3u1431 ATTIT 
391032 ANGLE 
3U2005 PRESS 
342006 PRESS 
342151 TEMP 
342 16U ALTDE 
3U2166 ARSPD 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
SLATS FXTRNDED LANDING POSITION 
ANGLE OF ATTACK LOCAL LH (PROD) 
ANGLE OF ATTACK LOCAL RR (PROD) 
AUX PInrP TOTAL PRESSURE 
INS GROUND SPEED - INS 
INS HIND SPEED - INS 
INS WIND DIRECTION - INS 
INS NORTti/SOUGH VELOCITY - INS 
INS EAST/WEST VELOCITY - INS 
CAPTAIN'S STATIC PRESSURE 
CAPTAIN'S PITOT TOTAL PRESSURE 
CAPTAIN'S TOTAL AIR TEMPERATURE - PROD ADC 1 
CAPTAIN'S STATIC AIR TEMPERATURE 
CAPTAINS MACH NUMBER 
CAPT'S ALTITUDE 
CAPT'S AIRSPEED 
INS PITCH ATTITUDE - INS 
INS ROLL ATTITUDE - INS 
INS TRUE HEADING - INS 
FIRST OFFICM'S STATIC PRESSURE 
FIRST OFFICER’S PITOT TOTAL PRESSURE 
FIRST OFFICER‘S STATIC AIR TEMPERATURE 
FIRST OFFICER'S ALTITUDE 
FIRST OFFICER'S AIRSPEED 
UEAS HEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
ON-OFF 
-10,so 
-10,50 
0,uo 
0,600 
0,200 
0,360 
-600,600 
-600,600 
0,30 
0,uo 
-60,60 
-60,60 
O/l 
0,50000 
0,450 
+uo,-25 
-uo,40 
0,360 
0,30 
0,40 
-60,60 
0,50000 
0,450 
.06DEG/CT PRI DF.G 
.06DEG/CT PRI DEG 
0.001 PRI INHG 
O-l/CT PRI KNOT 
0.1 SUB KNOT 
0.1 SUB DEG 
0.1 PRI KNOT 
0.1 PRI KNOT 
0.0005 PRI INHG 
0.001 PRI INHG 
0.125KT &JB DEGC 
0.125KT SUB DEGC 
-001 PRI NACB 
l-O/CT PRI FEET 
O.l/CT PRI KNOT 
0.1 PRI DEG 
0.1 PRI DEG 
0.1 SUB DEG 
0.0005 PRI INHG 
0.001 PRI INHG 
O.l25/CT SUB DEGC 
l.O/cT PRI INHG 
O.l/CT PRI INHG 
WAS 
NUH3E R WEAS 
3u9011 PRESS 
319012 PRFSS 
369013 PRISS 
349021 PREYS 
349022 PRESS 
34902J PRESS 
349031 PRESS 
3u9032 PIuc!?S 
349033 Pi1FsS 
399OUl PRESS 
349092 pruz!?s 
: 3r19lJ43 .PRESS 
349921 PRCiS 
,5U3000 ACCEL 
5u3001 ACCEL 
551099 ACCEL 
55110u ACCEL 
552099 ACCEL 
552104 ACCEL 
556113 ACCEL 
571001 ACCEL 
572001 ACCEL 
572004 ACCEL 
572379 LOAD 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUK PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITQT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRESSURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE l'AE;SURE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE PRIiSSlJRE 
AUX PITOT VS T/C STATIC CALIBRATE NcESSURB 
AUX PI'COT VS T/C STATIC CALIDRATE PRESSURE 
AUX TOTAL PRESSURE MEASURED IN WINGLET 
NO3 ENGINE FWD NORHAL ACCEL 
NO3 ENGINE RID LATERAL ACCEL 
LH HORIZONTAL STABILIZER TIP NORMAL ACCEL FRONT SPAR 
LH OB ELEVATOR BALANCE WEIGHT HORMAL ACCEL 
RI1 UOFUZONTAL STABILIZER TIP NORMAL ACCEL FRONT SPAR 
Rll DB ELEVATOR BALANCE WEIGIiT NORMAL ACCEL 
VERTICAL STABILIZER TIP LATERAL ACCEL 
LH WING TIP FRONT SPAR NORMAL ACCJX 
hH WING TIP FRONT SPAR NORMAL ACCEL 
RH WING TIP RRAR SPAR NORMAL ACCEL 
RH OTBD AIL HINGE NOU BRACKET STRAIN GAGE UPPER LEG-PRIMARY 
WAS MEAS XEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
s/40 
+li3G 
i-36 
+-25G 
t-35G 
f--z= 
i-35(; 
+-15G 
+-18G 
+-10G 
+-1BG 
+-25KSI 
.00l/CT SUB INRG 
.OUG'S PRI 
.04G'S PRI 
.05G PRI 
.07G PRI 
.05G PRI 
.07G PRI 
.03G PRI 
. OUG’S PRI 
. OUG'S PRI 
. OUG’S PRI 
.03KSI/CT PRI KS1 
HEAS 
NUXBER 
572380 LOAD 
572301 LOAD 
572382 LOAD 
572393 LOAD 
572 304 LOAD 
576 000 PRESS 
576001 PRESS 
576002 PRESS 
575003 PRESS 
576 OOU PRESS 
576005 PRESS 
576006 PRESS 
576 007 PRESS 
576008 PF#SS 
576009 PRESS 
S76GlO PRESS 
576011 PRESS 
576012 PRESS 
576013 PRESS 
576014 PRESS 
576015 PRESS 
576016 PRFSS 
576017 PRESS 
576018 PnEsS 
HEAS 
HEASUREMENT HJZAS NEAS MEAS 
DESCRIPTION RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
RH OTB0 AIL HIWE NOU BRACKET STRAIN GAGE UPPER LEG-SPARE +25KSI .03KSI/CT SUB KS1 
RH OTBD AIL HINGE NOU DRACKEL’ STRAIN GAGE LOWER LEG-PRIMARY +-251:.x .03KSI/CT PRI KS1 
RH OTBBD AIL HINGE NOU BRACKET STRJ'JN GAGE LOWER LEG-SPARE +-25KSI .03KSI/CT SUB KS1 
RH OTBD AIL ACTIVATOR PISTON AXIAL LOAD PRIMARY +15000LB 30LBS/CT PRI LBS 
RH OTBD AIL ACTIVATOR PISTON AXIAL LOAD SPARE +-1500OLB 30LBSXT SUB LBS 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING LE 97.UPCT SEIJISPAN OPCT CHORD 
PRE!XtUhE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 1.25PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97,UPCT SEMISPAN 3.50PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 5.OOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.UPCT SEMISPAN lO.UPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE HING TOP 97,UPCT SEMISPAN 13,SPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 17.5PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WIN3 TOP 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 24.8PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINc; TOP 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 30.2PCT CYORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.uPCl' SEMISPAN 39.3PCT CHORD 
PRESSUHX ORIFICE WING TOP 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 48.8PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.4PCT SEI4ISPAN 59.lPCT cHOR,D 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97,4PCT SEMISPAN 73.6PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.4PCT SEHISPAN BZ.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING TOP 97.upcT SEMISPAN 89.5ecT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINi; TOP 97.4PCT SEI4ISPAN 94.6PCT. CtlORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING 'PE 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 1OOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE CRIFICE WINI; DOT 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 1.25PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE UING ROT 97,4PCl' SEMJSPAN 3.50PCT CBORD 
UEAS 
NUNBER 
576619 PRESS 
576020 PRESS' 
576021 PRESS 
576022 PRESS 
576023 PRESS 
576021 PRESS 
576025 PRESS 
576026 PRESS 
576027 PRESS 
576028 PRESS 
576029 PRESS 
576030 PRESS 
576031 PRESS 
346 OJl PHB3 
576033 PRESS 
'57603U PRESS 
'i76035 PRESS 
576036 PRESS 
576037 PRESS 
576038 PRESS 
576039 PRESS 
576040 PRESS 
576041 PRESS 
576OU2 PRESS 
HEAS 
HEASURENENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.UPcT SEMISPAN 5.0OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.4PC'P SEMISPAN 10.4PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BUT 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 13.8PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 24.8PC-T CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING DOT 97.4PCT SEMISPAN 30.2PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.4PCT SEHISPAN 39.3PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING DOT 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 48.8PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WlIIG BOI' 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 59.1PCT CHORD 
PRESStiRE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.UPCT SMISPAN 73.6PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOI. 97.UPCT SEMISPAN 82.OPCT CHORD 
PRBSSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97,UPCT. SEMISPAN 89.5PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING BOT 97.4PCI SEMISPAN 94.6PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET LE 12.5PCT SPAN OPCT CHORD 
PWES!3JkE: Okf)';tCI WINGLET rNDRLI 12.5KT SPAN 1.25PC.T CRORD 
PHLSSUNE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PcT SPAN 3.ooPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5Pc~ SPAN 7.60PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCP SPAN l4.8PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 1215PCT SPAN 2O.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET IKBRD 12.5PcT SPAN 26.OPcT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PcT SPAN 30.0~cT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 39.oPcT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGIET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN UU.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 56.OPCT CHDRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 60.0PCT CHORD 
HEAS UEAS nEAs 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
MEAS 
~IUHUER MEAS 
576043 PRESS 
576 OUU PRESS 
576045 PRESS 
576046 PRESS 
576 04 7 PRESS 
576048 PRESS 
57604Y PRESS 
576050 PRESS 
57605 1 PRESS 
576352 PRESS 
S76OSJ PRESS 
57605U PRESS 
5760SS PRESS 
576056 PRESY 
576 057 PRES 
ri7fiOII PfzEfiS 
iilbiitici j.q j&j 
‘,76i)60 PItEss 
S7606 i PRMS 
576062 PRESS 
‘S7b063 PRESS 
576 064 PRESS 
576065 PRESS 
576066 PRESS 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PcT SPAN 63.OPCT cHoIu) 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INEIRD 12.5PCT SPAN 73.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN' 82.0~~~ CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.SPCT SPAN 91.OPCT CtlORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 95.0PCT CHORD 
PHE;SUHE ORIFICE WINGLET TE 12.5PCT SPAN 100PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 1.25PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 3.00PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WLNGLET OUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 7.60F'CT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGIET CUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 17.2PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBBD 12.SPCT SPAN 2O.OPCT CIlORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.SPCT SPAN 26eOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 30.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTRRD 12.5PCT sPAN 39.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORlFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.SPCT SPAH U4.0PCT CHORD 
PR%!S!#?E OPl.YIC% HlNGLET CUTBRD l;C.SPCT ‘SPrlN 56.OPCT CIIORD 
ci17LddUirI trldkrCl4 kitlr3i.li’i’ UU$Wl 11, lrC’P i:PMl 6(i, iil;i:T ctiohtti 
PRLSSIIHC: OI?.tC'ICX icItli~tX’P ilII lljllii I Z.!ii’W SPAN 63.0Pi:T CIIOIUJ 
P~issuk~ ORIFICE WLNG~T 0um1rD 12,5PcT' SPAN 73.OrcT ciitikli 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 12.SPCT SPAN 82,OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET GUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 91.OPCT CHORD 
PREjSURE ORIFICE WIIJGLET OUTBRD 12.5PCT SPAN 95mOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WLNGLET TE 25PCT SPAR 1OOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET LE 4OPCT, SPAN OPCT cIDl<U 
MEAS HEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
HEAS 
NUnBER HEAS 
576067 PRESS 
576068 PRESS 
576Ob9 PRESS 
576070 PRESS 
57607 1 PRESS 
576 072 PRESS 
576073 PRESS 
576074 PRESS 
576075 PRESS 
576076 PRESS 
576077 PRESS 
576078 PRESS 
576079 PRESS 
576080 PRESS 
57608 1 PRESS 
576082 PRESS 
576083 PRESS 
!llciWY PAKlil# 
576085 PRESS 
576086 PRESS 
576087 PRESS 
576 088 PRESS 
576089 PRESS 
576090 PRESS 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 40Pq SPAN 1.25PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD UOPF SPAN LOOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WIHGLET INBRD 40PCT SPAN B.OOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 40PCT SPAN 14.3PCT CMMD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 4OPCT SPAN lB.OPCT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 4OPI.X SPAR 2O.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 40PCT SPAN 2LOPCT CRORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD UUPCT SPAN 36.5PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET IiJBRD UOPCT SPAN 45mOPCT CIY)RD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INDhD 40PCT SPAN 57.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD UOPCT SPAN 67.OPcT CHORD. 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD UOPCT SPAN BO.OPCT CilORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD VOF'CT SPAN 90.0PCT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET ZNBRD 4OPCT SPAN 95.0PCT CHURD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET TE 40PCT SPAN 1OOPCT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD UOF'CT SPAN 1.25PC~ CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBAD 40PCT SPAN 3.00PCT CHORD 
PltYUUUWld OhfPLC6 WflldLYT CUtURU lrfJW3’ L1PAld O.WYCT CIIOHD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 4oti~ SPAN 16.4K~ CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINCLET OUTBRD 4OPCT SPAN 18s0FCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBBD 40PCT SPAN 20.0PC-T CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 40PCT SPAN 23.oPc~ Cii0RD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTDRD 40PCT SPAN 36.5PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD UOPCT SPAN 45.0PcT CHORD 
WZAS MEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
HEAS 
NUMBER 
576491 PRESS 
576092 PRESS 
576093 PRESS 
576094 PRESS 
576095 PRESS 
576096 PRESS 
576100 PRESS 
576101 PRESS 
576102 PRESS 
576103 PRESS 
576 1Ou PRESS 
576105 PRESS 
576106 PRESS 
576107 PRESS 
576108 PRESS 
576 109 PRESS 
576110 PRESS 
576111 PRESS 
576112 PRESS 
576113 PRESS 
576114 PRESS 
576115 PRESS 
576116 PRESS 
576117 PRESS 
MEAS 
HEASURl?MENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 40P$T SPAN 57.OECT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WIUGLET CUTBRD UOPCT SPAN 67,OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 40FCT SPAN SO.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 40PCT SPAN 9O.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD UOPCT SPAN 95.0PCT CIIORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WIUGLET TE 40PCT SPAN 100PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET LE 57PCT SPAN OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET 1KBF.D 57PCT SPAN 1.25PCT CHDRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCl'SPAN 3.00PCT CLiXUl 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 7.5oPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBKD 57PCT SPAN 13.9PCT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 10.OPCT CHORD 
PRFSSURE ORIFICE WIUGLET INBRD 57PCT SPA?1 20.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGUT INBRD 57F'CT SPAN 26.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 35.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGIET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 45.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 57.OPCT CKIRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCX SPAN 67.0PCT Ctb3RD 
PRESSURE CRIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 82.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 90,OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 57PCT SPAN 95,OFCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET TE’57PCT SPAR 100PCT CBORD 
PRESSURE ORlFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 1.25PCT CIIORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WIMGLET CUTBRD 57~~ SPAN 3 . 001~~ CHORD 
MEA.9 MEAS NEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
HEAS MEASUREMENT k¶EAS HEAS HEAS 
NUMBER NEAS DESCRIF'TION RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
576118 
576119 
576 120 
576121 
576122 
576123 
576121 
576125 
576 126 
576127 
57612d 
576 129 
576130 
576131 
576132 
576133 
5'lO 134 
S'rA Id 9 
576136 
576137 
576138 
576139 
576140 
576141 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 7.50F'CT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSfZfE ORIFICE WIRGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 15.7PCT CfiORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 10.0PCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 20.0FCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WIUGIET OUTBHD 57PCT SPAN 26.0PCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 35.OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 95.OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE HINGLET OUTDHD 57PCT SPAN 57.OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 67.OF'CT CHORD 
PRWS PRFSSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTDRD 57PCP SPAN 82,OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 57PCT SPAN 90.0PCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WIUGLET OUTBRD 57PCT. SPAN 95.OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET LE BOPCT SPAR OPCT CffORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WCNGLET IKBRD 8OPCT SPAN 1.25PCT CKMD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INDRD fJOPCT SPAN 3.00PCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIYfCE WINGLET IElUhD flOI'CT GPAN 6.8OPLT CHORD 
PiI lwl twmunis t3mw1 kimm;~ .I titw a0 Per mwi 1 NC 5wr ivm 
PPh!lil wtw~litti oi?ib’ttig; wbrrdw IFW rlrivL$ hPAti IU,Oti‘l:)l r-lrhm 
CHESS PREljSURE ORIFIcEi HIWGLET INBhD BOl?CI' SPAN 27.0PCF CfKRKf 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WIIJGLET INBRD 6Of'CT SPAN 33.0PCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD BOFCT SPAN 40.0PCT CfloRD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 80FcT SPAN 45,OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRESSURE ORIFLCE WINGLET INJXD BOPCT SPAN LO.OPCT CHORD 
PRESS PRBSSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD BOPCT SPA3 69.0PcT CfKfRD 
HEAS 
NUYBER MEA.9 
576142 PRESS 
576193 PRESS 
576144 PRESS 
5761U5 PRESS 
576146 PRESS 
576147 PRESS 
5761UO PRESS 
576 149 PRESS 
576150 PRESS 
576151 PRESS 
576152 PRESS 
576153 PRESS 
576159 PRESS 
576155 PRESS 
576156 PRESS 
576157 PRESS 
576158 PRESS 
576159 PRESS 
576160 PRESS 
576161 PRESS 
576162 PRESS 
576163 PRESS 
576164 PRCiS 
576165 PHESS 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 8OPCT SPAN 70.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 80PCT SPAN 90.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 80PCT SPAN 95.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET TE BOPCT SPAN 1OOPCT CHORD 
PRLSBURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 00PCl'SPAN 1.25f'CT CHORD 
PRESSURE OPIFICE WINGLEI OUTBHD BOPCT SPAN 3.00PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 8OPcT SPAN 6.rlOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBHD BOPCT SPAN 14.9PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD BOPCT SPAN 10.0~~~ CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD BOPCT SPAN 27.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD 80PCT SPAN 33.OPcT CHORD 
PWERSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTDRD 8OPCT SPAN QO.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 80PCT SPAN U5.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD 8OPCT SPAN 60.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURF ORIFICE WINGLET OU‘IBRD 80PCT SPAN 69.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTDRD 80PCT SPAN 78.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 80PCT SPAN 9O.OPCT CHOyD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 80PCT SPAN 95.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET TE 70pCT SPAW 1OOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET LE 95PCT SPAN OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 1.25PCT CHDRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 3.00PCT CRORD 
PRLSSURE ORIFICE WIEXLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 6.OOpCT CWRD 
PRtlSSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 15.1PCT CBORD 
HEAS MEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
4 
MEAS 
NUMBER HEAS 
576i66 PRESS 
576167 PRESS 
576168 PRESS 
576 169 PRESS 
576170 PRESS 
,576171 PRESS 
576172 PRESS 
576173 PRESS 
57617') PRESS 
576175 PRESS 
5761‘76 PRESS 
576177 PRESS 
576170 PRESS 
576179 PRESS 
576180 PRESS 
576 16 1 PRESS 
576182 PRESS 
ST6 lB.1 lwrlln 
576184 phE6S 
576185 PRESS 
576186 PRESS 
576187 PhESS 
576188 PRESS 
576 189 PRESS 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGUT INBRD 95PCT SPAN 2O.OPCT ClKXtD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 25-OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 30.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 40wOPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95PCl'SPAN 43.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBRD 95F'CT SPAN 60.0PCT CHDRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INBHD 95PCT SPAN 70.0PCT CHDRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE NINGLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 93.OPCT ClXZtD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINCLET INBRD 95PCT SPAN 80.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET INDRD 95Pff SPAN 95.OFCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET TE 95PCT SPAN 100PCT WORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 1.25PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINtiLl CUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 3.00PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIF!CE WINGLET OUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 6.00PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WiNGLET CUTBRD 95PC-T SPAN 15.5PCT CHORD 
PRESSUiE OHIFICE WINGLET CUTBBD 95PCT SPAN PO.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORlFICE WINGIET CUTBHD 95PCT SPAN 25.0PCT CHORD 
~jmlRu~lY onrcr&%j WLIILlJ&~ flUT~J!lI B!lJ’@V yJw4 JU.OPw UllUHU 
PRESSUitE OPIFICE NINGLET CUTBPD 95PCT SPAN UO.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 43.OPCT CHORD 
PHFSS1IRE ORIFICE WlKl.ET UlJTblilJ '~':eI*iY SPAN 6O.OI'CT CHORD 
PHESSUHE ORIFICE WINGLET CUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 70.0,PCY CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET UUTERD 95PCT SPAN t33.0PCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGLET OUTBHD 95PCT SPAN 90,OFCT CHORD 
NEAS MEAS MEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
MEAS 
NUWEER 
576 190 PRESS 
.576191 PRESS 
576192 PRESS 
576193 PRESS 
576191 PRESS 
576195 PRESS 
576196 PRESS 
576197 PRESS 
576250 PRESS 
576201 PRESS 
576202 PRESS 
,576203 PRESS 
576201, PRESS 
575205 PRESS 
576206 PhESS 
576207 PRESS 
576208 PRESS 
576209 PRESS 
576210 PRESS 
576211 PRESS 
576212 INDEX 
576213 ZlJCEX 
5'76214 INDHX 
576215 INCEX 
MEAS 
MEASLJREMENT MEA!3 UEAS MAS 
DESCRIPTION RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
PRESSURE ORI'FXCE WINGLET OUTBRD 95PCT SPAN 95.OPCT CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGMINGLET INNR JUNC 70PCT WINGLEX' CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGIWINGLET INNR JUNC 75DCT WINGLET CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGA4INGLET INNH JUNC 82.5PCT WINGLET CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WING/WINGLET INNR JUNC 06PCT WINGLET CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE ZJING/WINGLET INNR JUNC 90PCT WINGLkT CHORD 
PHESSURE ORIFICE WING/WINGLET IIINR JUNC 95PCT WINGLET CHORD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE WINGMINGLET INHR JUNC 1OOPCT WINGLET CHORD 
SCANXVALVE MODULE 1 HEAD 1 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 1 HEAD 2 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 1 HEAD 3 PRESSURES +--2.5PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 2 HEAD 1 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 2 HEtD 2 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE NODULE 2 HEAD 3 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 3 HEAC 1 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 3 HEAD 2 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MGDULE 3 HEAD 3 PRESSURES t-2-5 PSI 
SCANIViiLVE MODULE 4 HEAD 1 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 4 HJZAD 2 FRESSURES p2.5 PSI 
SCAMVALVE MODULE U HEAD 3 PRESSURES t-2.5 PSI 
SCANIVALVE MOtitJLE 1 @CRT COUNTER 1-24 
SCANlVALVE MODULE 2 PORT COUt?l'E.t: l-24 
SCANIVRLVE MOI~IILE 3 PCRT CCUHTEd l-24 
SCANIVALVE MODULE U PCRT COUNTER l-20 
.005&T 
.005/CT 
.005,/CT 
.bOS/CT 
.OOS/CT 
.005/CT 
.005&T 
.005/CT 
.005/CT 
.005/CT 
.005/CT 
.005/CT 
l/CT 
l/CT 
l/CT 
l/CT 
HEAS 
NIJMBER 
576216 
576217 
576210 
576219 
576220 
576221 
576222 
576223 
576221 
576225 
576226 
576227 
576220 
576229 
576230 
576231 
576232 
576233 
576234 
576235 
576236 
576237 
576238 
576239 
nEAs 
TEMP 
TEHP 
TEHP 
TE.XP 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PKESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PR&%3 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PHESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
PRESS 
MEhSUREMENT nEAs HEAS HEAS 
DESCRIPTION RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
SCANIVALVE HODULE 1 TEMPERATURE O-300 lDl?GF/CT 
SCANIVALVE MODULE 2 TEMPERATURE O-300 1 DEGF/CT 
SCAtJIVALVE MODULE 3 TEMPERATURE O-300 1 DEGFKT 
SCANIVALVE MODULE U TEMPERqTURE O-300 lD=F/CT 
PRESSUHE ORIFICE AILERON TOP I32 PCT SEMISPAN 75.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TOP 82 PCT SEHISPAN 77-5 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TOP 82 PCT SEMISPAN 82.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERCN TOP 82 PCT SEMISPAN 90.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TE 82 PCT SEMISPAN 100.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PhESSURE ORIFICE AILERON MT 82 PCT SMISPAN 75.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON BOT 82 PCT SEMSPAN 77.5 PCT WNG-CRD 
PhESSURE ORIFICE AILEhON BO'I 82 PCT SEMISPAN 82-O PCT WNG CRD 
PREXSURE ORIFICE AILERON BOT 82 PCT SEMISPAN 90.0 PCT WNG ChD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TCP 90 PCT SEMISPAN 75.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESStJi@ ORIFICE AILERON TOP 90 PCT SEMISPAN 77.5 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TOP 90 PCT SEMISPAN 82.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORlFICE AILERON TCP 90 PCT SENISPAN 90.0 PCT UN0 CRD 
PkESSURE ORIFICE AILERON TE 90 PCT SEHISPAN 100.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON BOT 90 PCT SPlISPAN 75.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRE!iXURE ORIFICE AILERON IKiT. 90 PCT S!%ISPAN 77.5 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE ALLEIiON BOT 90 PCT SMISPAN 82.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE AILERON BOT 90 PC'I SEMISPAN 90.0 PCT WNG CRD 
PRESSURE ORIFICE UPPER AILERON WELL 90 PCT SE4ISPAN 
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOWER AILERON HELL 90 PCT SEMISPAN 
E MEAS NUMBER MEAS 
576301 LOAD 
57630) LOAD 
576305 LOAD 
576307 LOAD 
576309 LOAD 
576311 LCAD 
576313 LOAD 
576315 LOAD 
576317 LOAD 
576319 LOAD 
576'32 I LOAD 
576 32 .3 LCAD 
576327 STRES 
576328 SIRES 
576329 STRES 
576330 STRES 
576331 STWES 
576332 STRES 
576333 STREP 
576334 STRES 
576335 STRES 
576336 SIRES 
576337 STRES 
576339 STRES 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
RI1 WINGLET FRNT SPAR AFT CAPZRSWLD=L.O BENDING GAGE 1 
RH WINGLET FRNT SPAR AFT CAP ZRswLU-6.0 BENDING GAGE 2 
RH WINGLET FRNT SPAR AFT CAP ZRSVLU=6,0 BENDING GAGE 3 
RH WINGLET FRNT SPAR AFT WEB ZhSWLU=B.O SHEAR GAGE 1 
RU WINGLET FRNT SFAR AFT UEE ZRSULU=6.0 SHEAR GAGE 2 
RH WINGLET FRNT SPAR AFT r;EIj ZHsWLU=6.0 SHEAh GAGE 3 
RH WINGLET REAR SPAR FWD CAP ZRSWLU-6.0 BENDING GAGE 1 
RH ClINGLET RFAk SPAR FWD CAP ZRSVLU-6.0 BkNDING GAGE 2 
RH WINGLET REAR SPAR FWD CAP ZRSHLU=6.0 OENDING GAGE 3 
RH WINGLET REAR SPAR FWD WEB ZRSWLU=6.0 SUEAR GAGE 1 
RH WINGLFP REAR SPAR EWD kEB ZhSULU=L.O SUEAR GAGE 2 
RII WINGLLT REAR SPAH IWC WEE i?DSWL'J=6.0 SHEAR G,\GE 3 
RI1 WING XORS 522 FHNT SFAR UPP6 OUTR CAP AXIAL 
PH UING XORS 522 FKIlT SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
hII WING XORS 522 FRNT SPAR LOPR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 522 FRNT SPAR LOW" OUTR CAP AXXAL SP 
RH WIta XORS 522 HEAR SPAR UPPR OIJTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 522 REAR SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH WING Y.ORS 522 REAR SPAR LOWk OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RI1 WING XORS 522 REAR SPAR LOhR OUTR CAP AX,IAL SP 
RI1 WING XORS 522 NO9 UPPR STRINGER OUTR SKN AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 522 NO9 UPPR STRINGER OUTR SKN AXIAL SP 
RH WING XORS 522 NO36 LCVR STRINGER 0Ul.R SKN AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 522 NO36 LOWR STRINfrFa OUTR SKN AXIAL SP 
MEM MEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT 
+-25OOmi/iU. 7/ct 
+-2500mi/i4.7/ct 
+-2500mi/iQ.?/ct 
+-1000mi/i2/ct 
+1000mi/i2/ct 
+-lOOOmi/i2/ct 
+25OOmi/i4.7/ct 
+-25OOmi/iU,7/ct 
+-2500mi./f4.7/ct 
+-lOOOmi/i2/ct 
+-lOOOmi/i2/ct 
+-lOOOmi/i2/ct 
+-2OK:;I 
j- 20KSI 
+-2OKSI 
+-20KSI 
+-2OIiSI 
+-20KSI 
+-20KSI 
+-2OKSI 
+-20KSI 
+-2OtiSI 
+-20KSI 
+-ZOKSL 
.Oi/CT 
.04/CT 
.oU/CT 
.04/CT 
.OU/CT 
.OU/CT 
.0'4/CT 
.OWCT 
.04/i? 
.04/CT 
.04/cr 
.OWCT 
HEAS 
UNIT 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PHI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI 
PRI XSI 
PRI KS1 
PRJ KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI RSI 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
Pig lcs1 
PRI KSI 
PRI KSf 
PRI KS1 
t43As 
NW4Dii:B MEAS 
576339 SIRES 
576340 STRES 
576341 STRES 
576342 ETEES 
57li3u3 STPES 
5763UU STRES 
5763U5 STRES 
576346 STRES 
5763U7 STRES 
576340 STRES 
576 349 SIRES 
576J50 STRES 
576351 STPES 
576352 STRES 
576353 STRES 
57635U STRES 
576JSS STRES 
576356 SIRES 
576357 STRES 
576J58 STAES 
576359 STRES 
576360 STRES 
516361 STRES 
S76362 STRFS . 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTION 
HB WING XORS 522 FRNT SPAR WEB OUTR SURF SHEAR 
RH WING XORS 522 FRIJT SPAR WEB OUTR SURF SHKAR SP 
RB k'I:IG XORS 522 REAR SPAR WEE OLJTP SURF SHEAR 
RI1 WING XORS 522 RKAR SPAR WEB OIJTR SURF SHEAR SP 
RH WING XORS 015 FRNT SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WINI; XORS 015 FRNT SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH WING XORS 815 TRtV. SPAR LOWR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 015 FHNT SPAR LOWR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH WING XORS 815 REAR SPAR UPPR OUTR UP AXIAL 
RR WING XORS 815 PEAR SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH WIN3 XOHS 015 REAR SPAR LOKR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 81s REAR SPAR LOWR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH WING XORS 015 NO5 UPPR STRINGER OUI'R SKN AXIAL 
RH WING XORS &I15 Cl05 UPPR STRIIJGER OUTR SKN AXIAL SP 
RH WING XORS 015 N03U LCWR STRINGER OUTR SKN AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 815 NO34 LOWR STRINGER OUTR SKI1 AXIAL SP 
RS WING XORS 015 FRNT SPAR HER OUI’R SURF StlEAR 
RH WING XORS 015 FRNT SPAR WEE OUTR SURF SHEAR SP 
RII WING XORS 815 REAR SPAR UEE OUTR SURF SHEAR 
RI1 WING XORS U15 REAR SPAR WEE OUTR SURF SHEAR SP 
RH WING XORS 933 FRNT SPAR UPFR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH MNG XORS 933 FNUT SPAR UPPR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
RH’WING XORS 933 FRNT SPAR LOHR OUTR CAP AXIAL 
RH WING XORS 933 FRNT SPAR IOUR OUTR CAP AXIAL SP 
MEAS HEAS HEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
+-ZOKSI 
+-ZOKSI 
+-SKSI 
+-SKSI 
+-2'bKSI 
+-24KSI 
+-30KSI 
+-30KSI 
+-30KSI 
+-30KSI 
+-20KSI 
+-ZOKSI 
+-35KSI 
+-35KSI 
+-30KSI 
+-3OKiiI 
+-2OKSE 
+-ZOKSI 
+-10KSI 
+-1olisr 
+-25KSI 
+-25KSI 
+-25KSI 
+-2SiCSI 
. OWCT 
. WI/CT 
.02/CT 
.02/CT 
.04E/CT 
.OUO/CT 
.097/CT 
.097/CT 
.097/CT 
.097/CT 
.04/CT 
.04/CT 
.099/CT 
.099.*CT 
.097/CT 
.097/CT 
.09/CT 
.09/m 
.02/CT 
.02/CT 
.05/CT 
.05/CT 
. OS/CT 
. OS/PI 
PRI XSI 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PHI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PA1 KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
PRI KS1 
NEAS 
NUbleER HEAS 
900062 ARSPD 
900064 MACH 
90007s ARSPD 
900301 ACCEL 
900302 ACCEL 
90030 3 ACCEL 
900401 VOLTS 
900402 VOLTS 
900601 ANGLE 
900602 ANGLE 
9OO‘)Ol DISCR 
900903 DISCR 
900904 DISCR 
90090s Dl.SCR 
900906 DISCH 
900907 DISCR 
900908 DISCR 
901311 ACCEL 
901312 ACCEL 
902dOO LOAD 
902001 LOAD 
909011 PRESS 
909012 PRESS 
909013 PRFdS 
MPASUREMFiNT 
DESCRIPTION 
XEIL PITOT VS VFT T/C AIRSPEED 
KIEL TOTAL VS TRAIL CONE STATIC MACH NUHBER 
AUX PITOT VS Vm T/C AIRSPEED 
C.G LORM4L ACCEL 
C.G LATERAL ACCEL 
C.G LONGITUDINAL ACCEL 
160A EKLOSURE SVDC REFERENCE PSAl 
160B ENCLOSURE 5VDC REFmENCE PSBl 
ANGLE OF ATTACK F/T LOCAL 
ANGLE OF SIDESLIP F/T LOUAL 
FLIGHT TEST ENGR CORR ELATICN 
CABIN OBSERVERS WALKARCUND CORRELATION 
TAPE SPEED INDEX 50 
TAPE SPiiED INDEX 51 
TAPE SPEED INDEX 52 
CALIRRATION CYCLE R CAL ON 
CALIBRATION CYCLE 2 
PILOTS SEAT NORMAL ACCEL 
PILOTS SEAT LATERAL ACCEL 
R. II. WIEGLET CALIBRATION LOAD CELL 
R. Ii. OUTBOARD AILERON CALIBRAT.ION LOAD CELL 
T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO PZFERENCE PRESSURE 
HEAS MEAS MCAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
0,450 O-l/CT PRI KNOT 
O/l .OOl PRI NACH 
0,450 O.l/CT PRI KNOT 
+I-2G .OlG PRI G 
+-2G .OlG PRI G 
+-2G .OlG PRI G 
-S/+SVOLT .O 1 VDLT SUB 
-S/+SVOLT .Ol VOLT SUB 
-5,ss O.ZDEG/CT PRI DEG 
-30,30 O.lDEG/CT PRI DEG 
O-28 VOLT ON-OFF PRI 
ON/OFF PkI 
VOLT ON-OFF PHI 
VOLT PRI 
VOLT PRI 
VOLT PRI 
VOLT PRI 
+I-2G .OlG PRI G 
+-ZG .OlG PRI G 
+4 0001.Bs ULBS/CNT SUB 
+1200LBS l.ZLD/CNT SUB 
MEAS 
NUMEER 
909021 
909022 
909023 
.90503 1 
909032 
909033 
909091 
909042 
909ou3 
909952 
HEAS 
MEASUREMENT 
DESCRIPTIOK 
PRECki T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS 'T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REPERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STA'IIC ZERO REFEItENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO RSFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFFJXENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STA'IIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS T/C STATIC VS T/C STATIC ZERO REFERENCE PRESSURE 
PRESS VFT T/C STATIC PRZSSWX MEASURED IN WINGLET 
nEAs HERS MEAS 
RANGE RESOLUT UNIT 
S/31 .0005/CT SUB INBG 

APPENDIX B 
PRESSURE ORIFICE LOCATIONS 
The pressure orifice locations on the winglet, wing, and aileron are defined on the accom- 
panying illustration. 
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(PERCENT WINGLET SPAN) 
10.6 FT 7.0 FT 
7: = 
80 - 
57 86.3 = 
97.4 (WING SEMISPAN) 
UPPER 
SURFACE 
*/c 
LOWER 
SURFACE 
X’c 
12.5% 40.0% 57.0% 80.0% 65.0% 100.0% 97.4% 80.0% 32.0% 
0.00 
0.0125 
0.030 
0.076 
0.148 
0.260 
0.260 
0.300 
0.390 
0.440 
0.560 
0.600 
0.630 
0.730 
0.820 
0.910 
0.950 
1.00 
0.00 
0.0125 
0.030 
0.080 
0.143 
0.200 
0.230 
0.365 
0.450 
0.570 
0.670 
0.800 
0.800 
0.850 
1.00 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 
0.030 0.030 0.030 
0.075 0.068 0.060 
0.139 0.143 0.151 
0.180 0.180 0.200 
0.200 0.270 0.250 
0.260 0.330 0.300 
0.350 0.400 0.400 
0.450 0.450 0.430 
0.570 0.600 0.600 
0.670 0.690 0.700 
0.820 0.780 0.830 
0.800 0.900 0.880 
0.660 0.850 0.860 
1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.700 
0.750 
0.825 
0.860 
0.900 
0.950 
1.00 
0.00 
0.0125 
0.035 
0.050 
0.104 
0.138 
0.175 
0.302 
0.393 
0.488 
0.591 
0.736 
0.820 
0.895 
0.946 
1.00 
0.750 I.775 
0.775 I.800 
0.820 X840 
0.800 1.900 
1.000 I.000 
0.000 
0.0125 
0.030 
0.676 
0.172 
0.200 
0.260 
0.360 
0.390 
0.440 
0.660 
0.600 
0.630 
0.730 
0.820 
0.910 
0.850 
1.060 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0125 0.0125 0.0125 0.0126 0.0126 
0.030 0.030 0.030 0.030 0.035 
0.060 0.075 0.068 0.060 0.050 
0.164 0.157 0.149 0.155 O.lp4 
0.180 0.180 0.186 0.200 0.138 
0.200 0.200 0.270 0.260 0.248 
0.230 0.260 0.330 0.300 0.302 
0.365 0.350 0.400 0.400 0.393 
0.460 0.450 0.460 0.430 0.468 
0.570 0.570 0.600 0.600 0.591 
0.670 0.670 0.696 0.700 0.736 
0.860 0.820 0.780 0.830 0.820 
0.900 0.600 0.900 0.880 0.895 
0.850 0.950 0.950 0.650 0.846 
1.ooo 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
0.750 0.750 
0.775 0.775 
0.820 0.820 
0.600 0.900 
1.00 1.090 
WINGLET WING 
PilESSURE~ ORIFICE LOCATIONS 
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